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PREFACE

This report concerns a study which is part of the SKI performance assessment project
SITE-94. SITE-94 is a performance assessment of a hypothetical repository at a real site.
The main objective of the project is to determine how site specific data should be
assimilated into the performance assessment process and to evaluate how uncertainties
inherent in site characterization will influence performance assessment results. Other
important elements of SITE-94 are the development of a practical and defensible
methodology for defining, constructing and analyzing scenarios, the development of
approaches for treatment of uncertainties and evaluation of canister integrity. Further,
crucial components of an Quality Assurance program for Performance Assessments
were developed and applied, including a technique for clear documentation of the
Process System, the data and the models employed in the analyses, and of the flow of
information between different analyses and models.

Bjorn Dverstorp
Project Manager



Abstract
This report describes the statistical derivation and partial validation of discrete-fracture

network (DFN) models for the rock beneath the island of Aspo, in southeastern Sweden.

The purpose of this study was to develop DFN representations of the rock mass within a

hypothetical, spent-fuel repository, located under Aspo.

Analyses are presented for four major lithologic types (Aspo granodiorite, Smaland

granite, aplite, and greenstone), with separate analyses of the rock within fracture zones,

the rock excluding fracture zones (rock mass), and all rock. Complete DFN models are

proposed as descriptions of the rock mass in the near field.

Partial validation was performed for two of the rock mass models, for the lithologic types

Aspo granodiorite and Smaland granite. The validation was based on a comparison of

simulated and actual packer tests in these rock types, in terms of the bivariate

distributions of transmissivity and flow dimension for the two sets of tests.

For the Aspo granodiorite, the proposed DFN model yields simulated packer-test results

that are acceptably in agreement with actual tests. This model has thus been partially

validated, and is proposed as the primary model for the vicinity of the SITE-94

repository. For the Smaland granite, the initial DFN model required slight adjustment to

produce acceptable agreement between simulated and actual tests. The final, proposed

model should hence be regarded as calibrated, rather than partially validated. This model

is recommended as a secondary model for the vicinity of the SITE-94 repository.

The procedure for validation, by comparison between actual and simulated packer tests,

was found to be useful for discrimination among candidate DFN models. In particular,

the validation approach was shown to be sensitive to a change in the fracture location

(clustering) model, and to a change in the variance of single-fracture transmissivity.

The proposed models are defined in terms of stochastic processes and statistical

distributions, and thus are descriptive of the variability of the fracture system. This report

includes discussion of the numerous sources of uncertainty in the models, including

uncertainty that results from the variability of the natural system.



Abstract (Swedish)

Denna rapport beskriver härledning av statistika parametrar och utveckling av diskreta

spricknätverksmodeller (DFN modeller) för berget under Äspö, utanför Oskarshamn.

Syftet med detta arbete var att utveckla platsspecifika DFN-modeller för analyser av

grundvattenflöde och transport i berget kring ett hypotetiskt slutförvar för använt

kärnbränsle. Arbetet ingår som en del av den hydrogeologiska utvärderingen inom SKIs

säkerhetsanalysprojekt SITE-94.

Analyser av sprickdata och hydrauliska testdata presenteras för de fyra dominerande

bergarterna (Äspögranodiorit/Äspödiorit, Smålandsgranit, aplit, och grönsten). Separata

analyser gjordes för ( 1 ) berget i större sprickzoner, (2) berget mellan större sprickzoner

och (3) allt berg. Två kompletta DFN-modeller för bergarterna Äspögranodiorit och

Smålandsgranit (berg utan sprickor) föreslås för fortsatt utvärdering.

DFN-modellerna testades genom att simulera injektionstester i borrhål med de olika

DFN-modellerna. Genom att jämföra fördelningar av transmissivitet och

flödesdimensionalitet, erhållna från simuleringar, med motsvarande parametrar skattade

från injektionstester genomförda i fält erhölls en indikation på DFN-modellernas

validitet.

Simuleringarna i den föreslagna DFN-modellen för Äspögranodiorit gav resultat som

var i nära överensstämmelse med de verkliga injektionstesterna. Denna DFN-modell har

således delvis validerats och valdes därför som huvudmodell för de hydrogeologiska

beräkningarna i SITE-94. För Smålandsgraniten krävdes mindre justeringar (kalibrering)

av parametervärdena för att uppnå en acceptabel överensstämmelse mellan simulerings

resultat och de verkliga injektionstesterna.

Metoden att jämföra verkliga och simulerade injektionstester gav värdefull information

för diskriminering mellan alternativa DFN-modeller. Framförallt visas att

simuleringsresultaten är känsliga för olika antaganden om sprickornas rumsliga

fördelning och för transmissivitetsvariansen mellan enskilda sprickplan.
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De foreslagna DFN-modellerna definieras av stokastika processer och statistiska

fordelningar och kan darfbr beskriva olika egenskapers variabilitet i berget. Rapporten

innehaller en diskussion om ett stort antal typer osakerheter som ar fbrknippade med

modellerna, inklusive osakerheter som beror av bergets inneboende variabilitet.
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1 Introduction

This report describes the development of statistical, discrete-fracture network (DFN)

models for the rock beneath the island of Aspo, in southeastern Sweden. This

investigation has been carried out as part of the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate

(SKI) SITE-94 Project. SITE-94 is a performance-assessment study for a hypothetical

repository, based on data from an actual site. The overall scope and results of SITE-94 are

described in the main report for SITE-94 (SKI, 1996). Data for SITE-94 were generously

provided by the Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Co. (SKB), from the

preliminary investigations for the Swedish Hard Rock Laboratory at Aspo.

This report is the first in a series of four reports that describe the development and

application of a discrete-feature (DF) model for SITE-94. The results given in this report

provide the basis for the repository-scale component of an integrated, site-scale DF model,

the development of which is described in the second report in the series (Geier, 1996a).

The third report (Geier, 1996b) describes the application of the integrated model (and

variants) to predict hydrogeological parameters for performance assessment. Source data

and detailed procedures for the analysis are described in the fourth report (Geier, 1996c).

The focus of the present analysis is on the rock that lies in the vicinity of the spent-fuel

canisters, within the hypothetical repository. This rock connects between man-made

barriers for radionuclide containment and the processes that act in the remote geologic

environment. For an assessment of repository performance, the rock within the repository

is of interest for at least two reasons. Firstly, conditions such as rock movements or

groundwater flow may influence the long-term performance of man-made barriers such as

the fuel canisters or the deposition-hole backfill. Secondly, if and when these barriers fail,

this rock forms the first segment in the path of radionuclides as they migrate toward the

biosphere. For a repository located in crystalline rock such as granite, fractures are likely

to be a dominant control on both the hydrological and mechanical behavior of the rock.

Within the present study, statistical models are developed to describe the system of

fractures in the vicinity of the SITE-94 repository. The particular form of model used is



the discrete-fracture network (DFN) model, in which die fractures are treated as an

assemblage of discrete, interconnected disks or polygons, with properties such as fracture

size and location being describable in terms of random processes.

Within SITE-94, these DFN models have been used as a basis for predictions of

hydrologic and geomechanical conditions within the hypothetical repository, and

transport parameters for radionuclide migration. Hydrologic conditions at the deposition

holes have been predicted by coupling the repository-scale DFN models to a site-scale

discrete-feature model, and calculating flow fields for the coupled model (Geier, 1996ab).

Geomechanical stability of the deposition holes has been predicted by distinct-element

and boundary-element modelling (Shen and Stephansson, 1996ab). Transport parameters

for radionuclide migration have been predicted for the near field by detailed flow and

transport simulations, using a variable-aperture DFN model (Nordqvist et aL, 1995), and

for the far field by use of the coupled model (Geier, 1996b).



1.1 Objectives

The main objectives of this study are to:

• Develop DFN models for hydrological (and geomechanical) modelling of the

repository scale, and

• Test the models by numerical simulation of packer tests, and comparison with

generalized-radial-flow (GRF) interpretations of actual packer tests.

The models are intended to be representative of the predominant rock types at a

repository depth of 500 m. The models are intended for two main types of application in

connection with SITE-94:

• Hydrological modelling of the repository-scale environment, and of connections

between canister deposition holes and extensive single fractures or fracture zones

in the far field.

• Mechanical modelling of fractured rock deformation in the vicinity of the

deposition holes and tunnels within the hypothetical repository.

The primary aim has been to produce models suitable for hydrologic predictions. No

attempt has been made to deduce appropriate distributions of specifically mechanical

properties, such as joint friction angle or joint normal stiffness.

A general objective of the SITE-94 project is to develop methods for incorporating site-

specific data into the performance-assessment process, and for evaluating how uncertainty

inherent to the site-characterization process will affect the end results (SKI, 1996). Hie

DFN approach provides a framework for combining diverse data into a unified model,

which expresses the main hydrologic characteristics and observed variability of fracturing

at the site. Within this study, an attempt has been made to identify the ways in which

uncertainty in site characterization (including uncertainty due to variability at the site)

leads to uncertainty in the DFN models.



1.2 Scope

The scope of this study concerns the development of a restricted class of statistical

models, for specific rock categories defined on the basis of rock type (lithology) and

structural domain. Models have been developed for each of the four major rock types -

Smaland granite, Aspo granodiorite, aplite, and greenstone - and for the aggregate of all

rock types. For each of these categories, analyses have been performed for the following

structural domains: (1) all rock within the site, (2) rock within any fracture zone, and (3)

rock outside of all fracture zones. The scope includes exploration of conceptual

uncertainty regarding models for fracture location, within each given structural domain

and rock type.

For the sake of practicality, two basic assumptions have been adopted to constrain the

scope of the analysis: (1) statistical homogeneity within a given rock category, and (2)

statistical independence of fracture properties. The former means that, within a given

rock category, the statistics that describe the probability distributions for rock properties

are assumed not to vary between points in space. The latter assumption means that the

possibility of correlations between fracture properties (such as fracture size and

transmissivity) is not considered.

IXT



1.3 Data utilized

This study was based on geologic and hydrologic data that were available from borehole

and surface investigations on Aspo. The direct sources of data, and how these data have

been used within the present study, are summarized in Table 1.1. For most aspects of the

fracture system, site-specific data are used exclusively. Exceptions are the use of generic

data to derive relationships between fracture transmissivity and transport aperture, and

between fracture transmissivity and storativity. More generally, this study makes use of

conceptual models for fracture network modelling, which are drawn from the current

body of knowledge in the field.



Table 1.1. Sources of data and their use in the development of the repository-scale DFN models.

Data type

Unoriented core fracture
and crushed zone logs

Reoriented core fracture logs

Lithologic logs

Outcrop mapping data

Interpreted extensive single
fractures

Interpreted major fracture
zones

Interpreted FIL test
transmissivities

Interpreted FIL test flow
dimensions

Section storativity and
transmissivity data

Section storativity and
transmissivity data

Transport aperture vs.
hydraulic aperture data

Survey
locations

KAS 03-09,11-
34.KBHO2,
andKLXOI.

Sections of KAS
02-06.

KAS 02-08

52 outcrops on
Aspo

Aspo block

Aspo block

KAS 02-08

KAS 02-08

Generic data
(Stripa)

Sections of KAS
02, 04, 05,07,
08, & 12

Generic data
(Stripa and
elsewhere)

Source

Unpubl. SKB
material; see Geier el
aL, 1996b.

Unpubl. SKB
material; see Geier tt
aL, 1996b.

Unpubl. SKB
material; see Geier tt
aL, 1996b.

Unpubl. SKB
material; see Geier tt
aL, 1996b.

Prelim. SKI structural
model; see Appendix
B.

Prelim. SKI structural
model; see Appendix
B.

Geier tt aL, 1996a

Geier tt aL, 1996a

Balletal., 1991

Andersson, 3991

Gder ttaL, 1992

Notes

Selected sections of core, reoriented by
comparison with televiewer logs (Strahle,
1989; Fridh & Strahle, 1989).

"Rock type" tables.

Surveys are described by Ericsson (1987;
1988).

Extensive fractures from correlation of
borehole radar reflectors and surface data.

Major fracture zones from correl-ation
of borehole and surface data.

Estimated from packer tests on 3 m
spacing!, interpreted according to the
GRF model (see reference).

Same as above

Estimates from cross-hole sinusoidal tests.

Gross-hole test estimates for fracture
zones

Compilation of hydraulic aperture and
transport aperture data from various
single-fracture experiments.

Used for

Fracture location models Fracture intensity estimates

Distribution of fracture orientation at depth.

Classification of borehole data according to rock type.

Fracture size distributions
Orientation distributions

Evaluation of correlations between these features and the intensity
of fracturing in core

Definition of structural domains for data classification.

Conductive-fracture frequency and fracture transmissivity
distributions; validation of DFN models.

Validation of DFN models

Relationship of storativity to transmissivity for moderate to low-T
fractures.

Relationship of storativity to transmissivity for high-T fractures.

Relationship of transport aperture to hydraulic aperture for
transport simulations.



2 Analysis of fracture data

The procedure for derivation of the repository-scale models consists of the following main steps:

1. Classification of data according to rock type and structural domain;

2. Analysis of fracture-frequency data and estimation of models for fracture location

(clustering);

3. Estimation of transmissive fracture frequency and single-fracture transmissivity

distributions;

4. Estimation of fracture orientation distributions;

5. Estimation of fracture size distributions.

These steps are summarized in the following subsections of this chapter. Further details of the

analyses are given in a supplementary report (Geier, 1996c). In general, at each step the estimation

of models should be viewed as an attempt only to approximate those attributes of the fracture

system that are most likely to be most significant for groundwater flow. The aim should not be

seen as an attempt to formulate a complete description of the fracture system in all respects.

For several of the properties, even when the best-fitting models do approximately reproduce the

observed variability of the fracture system, they tend not to give statistically acceptable fits. That is,

the hypothesis:

Ho: The fracture data are drawn from a population generated by the best-fitting

model.

may not be acceptable at a high level of confidence, as assessed, e.g. by a Kolmogorov-Smirnov or

X2 test). Therefore, the fitted model should be regarded as a descriptive approximation. This

result is to be expected when using simplified models such as these to represent highly complex

fracture systems. The purpose of the validation exercises, as described in §3, is to check that these

simplified, approximate descriptions of the fracture system are adequate for the purpose of

modelling groundwater flow



The scope and sequence of analysis has been influenced by constraints of data availability and

data quality, and by the capabilities of the analysis tools that were available at the time of the

study. Key issues of data availability that have influenced the procedure for analysis are:

1. Lack of relevant data for fracture size at depth.

2. Limited quantity of (re)oriented core data for orientations at depth.

3. Late availability of outcrop data and (re)oriented core data.

The most important issues of data quality, in terms of their effect on analysis procedures, were:

1. Questionable reliability of the reoriented core data (see §2.4.3).

2. Insufficient documentation of particulars of the outcrop mapping, especially

outcrop geometry.

These, along with the data availability issues described above, constrain the complexity of models

and corrections for sampling bias that could reasonably be considered in this analysis. The ways

in which these issues influence model uncertainty are discussed in the relevant sections of this

chapter.

1 This situation is to be expected for a performance assessment such as SITE-94, which is
based only on surface and borehole data such as would be available in the preliminary stages of a
repository siting programme.
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2.1 Preliminary classification of data

The first step in the analysis is to classify the data with respect to (1) lithology, and (2) structures

identified in the preliminary SKI structural model (see Appendix A). The following subsections

describe the details of these classifications.

Within each structural domain and rock type, the analysis assumes that the fracture population

can be represented by a statistically homogeneous population. That is, it is assumed that the

statistics describing fracture properties such as location, orientation, size, and transmissivity are

invariant with respect to spatial position. It is furthermore assumed that these various properties

are mutually uncorrelated, and that the variability of each property could be described by one of

a limited set of distributional forms.

2.1.1 Classification according to lithology

The classification of borehole data by lithology is based on codes in data provided from the

GEOTAB table "ROCKTYPE" (see Geier et aLy 1996b). The four predominant rock types (which

are treated as separate categories in the analysis) and their corresponding GEOTAB codes are as

follows:

• Aplite/fine-grained granite (Rock type HSC)

• Smaland granite (Rock type PSE)

• Aspo granodiorite (Rock type PSF)

• Mafic vulcanite or greenstone (Rock type VB)

In addition, analyses have been performed for the aggregate of all rock types (Rock type ALL).

Specific models have not been developed for rock types of lesser occurrence (e.g. pegmatite, quartz

veins, contact metamorphic hybrid, etc).

In addition to the GEOTAB codes listed above, the following codes for rock categories are used

in the present study, due to deficiencies in the original core mapping:

PSG Any rock mapped as granite (PSE) in Boreholes KAS 02-04.

PSH Any rock mapped as granite (PSE) or granodiorite (PSF) in any hole.

11



In the GEOTAB data for KAS 02-04, no distinction is made between granite and granodiorite;

rather, both types are recorded as type PSE. In the present study, the codes PSE and PSF are used

only in reference to the specific rock types granite and granodiorite, respectively, as logged in the

remaining boreholes.

2.1.2 Classification according to structural domain

The data are next classified with regard to structural domain, in reference to the "major fracture

zones" in the preliminary SKI structural model for Aspo. The following domains are used in this

classification:

ALLRK All rock within the site

INZON Rock within 30 m of a borehole intersection with any major zone.

UNZON Rock more than 30 m from all major zones.

The zone width of 60 m used in this classification is arbitrary.

12



2.2 Fracture location

Fracture location model is defined as the form of random process by which fracture centers are

located in 3-D space. Three types of fracture location models have been tested for each lithologic

and structural category:

• (Simple) Poisson process

• Nearest Neighbor model (a compound Poisson process)

• Levy-Lee model (a fractal point process)

These models are supported by the FracMan Discrete Feature Modelling package (Dershowitz et

aL, 1994), which was the primary tool for DFN modelling in SITE-94. Mathematical definitions

of these models are given in Appendix B.

The simple Poisson process is historically the most common model for statistical studies of

fracturing (e.g. Baecher et aL, 1977; Long, 1983). It is characterized by a single parameter, the

volumetric fracture intensity (JP32).

The Levy-Lee and Nearest-Neighbor models may be used for modelling rock in which strong

clustering of fractures (relative to a simple Poisson process) is observed, and in particular for

cases in which there is little a priori knowledge concerning the locations, shapes, and nature of

the fracture clusters within the rock mass. Both the Levy-Lee and the Nearest-Neighbor model

have previously been applied to the fracture system at Aspo (Axelsson et aLt 1990).

The Levy-Lee model is defined by a fractal point process, which is characterized by P32 and a

fractal dimension, D^. The Nearest-Neighbor model is a compound Poisson process, in which

fracturing intensity decreases in negative exponential fashion with respect to the distance from

the nearest primary fracture (or feature). The model is characterized in terms of Pi2 and an

exponential parameter, bm.

13



2.2.1 Data utilized in analysis

Subsurface data have been used as the main basis for inference of location models, rather than

outcrop data, primarily due to the problems of data availability mentioned in §2.1. The data

used in this analysis are, from Boreholes KAS 03-09, KAS 11-14, KBH 02, and KLX 01:

• Joint (fracture) logging data from the GEOTAB table NJOINT;

Crushed-zone data from the GEOTAB table CRUSH.

The crushed-zone data represent sections of core in which the intensity of fractures is very high,

and logging of single fractures, during site characterization, was either impossible, or was judged

to be impractical.

2.2.2 Analysis procedure

Fracture location models are compared with the core data in terms of the fracture intensity

measure:

Pu ~ Fracture frequency = number of fractures per unit length of borehole.

This notation, and the notation used for other fracture intensity measures in this study follows

the unified system proposed by Dershowitz and Herda (1992). The comparison between the

models and data is by a statistical comparison in terms of the distribution of fracture frequency,

The first step in the analysis is to combine the crushed-zone data with the fracture logs, to

produce a dataset that represents the full range of fracture frequency seen in the core. In so

doing, each crushed zone is assumed to represent N = 1 + Lid fractures, where L is the length of

the crushed section and d is the estimated average length of the fragments recovered from the

crushed section (The maximum fracture intensity was fixed at 100 per m).

The combined dataset is next classified according to lithology and structural domain. For each

category, the data is subdivided into sections at 1 m intervals, and the value of Pn was

calculated for each of the resulting sections.

14



Preliminary analyses are carried out (1) to check if there is any apparent correlation between

small-scale fracture intensity and the extensive single fractures in the preliminary structural

model, and (2) to test for relationships between intensity and lithology, structural domain, or

depth.

Finally, for each lithologic/structural rock category, fitting is performed using each of the three

location models (Poisson, Nearest-Neighbor, and Levy-Lee). Fits are obtained by forward

modelling of fracture occurrences along a line sample, and comparison of the simulated

distribution of Pn with the observed distribution (Figure 2-1).

The fitting is performed by using Powell's algorithm (Brent, 1973) to minimize a combined

statistic for the two distributions:

CS = KS + (1 - a )

with respect to the parameters of each model, where:

KS = Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic.

a ~ Probability of a value higher than the observed value of the x2 statistic.

The fitted model for fracture location that gives the best overall fit to the fracture-frequency data,

as measured by CS, is adopted as the best approximation for the given rock category.

2.2.3 Preliminary observations

A preliminary question is whether there is a relationship between small-scale fracturing and the

various types of large-scale structures on Aspo. The relationship of small-scale fracture intensity

to site-scale fractures has been investigated at the outset of this study. Possible relationships

between fracturing and the major fracture zones or lithologic units are addressed in terms of the

classification of data, with respect to lithology and structural domain.

15
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2.2.3.1 Relationship of fracture intensity to site-scale fractures

A hypothesis of correlation, between small-scale fracturing and proximity to the extensive

fractures, was considered at the outset of this study. This hypothesis was suggested by the results

of Axelsson et al (1989), who found a correlation between intensity of smaller fractures, and

proximity to the largest fractures on an outcrop scale. If seen on the site scale, such a correlation

could provide a basis for a site-specific model of structured heterogeneity in the fracture

population, outside of the major fracture zones.

The hypothesis was tested as follows. For each 1 m section of core in the category UNZON-ALL

(Domain UNZON, Rock type ALL), the distance to the nearest extensive fracture is calculated. A

regression analysis of fracture intensity versus distance (Figure 2-2), shows no significant

correlation. Therefore a correlation of fracture intensity to the extensive single fractures is ruled

out as a possible basis for a discrete-fracture model.

2.2.3.2 Relationships of intensity with lithology, structural domain, and depth

Histograms of fracture frequency for the main rock categories are presented in Figure 2-3. From

these it is appears that fracture intensity at Aspo is dependent upon lithology. As a first step in

the analysis of fracture data, statistical tests were performed, as described in Appendix C, to test

the possibilities of relationships between fracture intensity and (1) lithology, (2) structural

domain, and (3) depth. The following observations are drawn from this analysis:

• Major lithologic types and structural domains show significant differentiation, in terms
of the variability of Pn. Therefore each category should be analyzed separately.

• Granite and granodiorite should preferably not be lumped together in the analysis, due to
significant differentiation in fracturing between the two rock types. Therefore the data for
rock type PSG are of limited utility.

• The variability of Pn at repository depths (depths greater than 400 m) may differ from
that at shallower depths (Figure 2-4). However, there are insufficient data on which to
base specific models for granite and granodiorite at depth.

Estimated location models for each of the major rock categories are presented below.

2Histograms for the minor rock types (HSB, HSE, MTB, PI, SOI, and PU) were also
examined, but for these rock types there are very few sections of length at least 1 m, and further
analysis is unwarranted.
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2.2.4 Inferred location models for major lithologic types

Estimation of fracture location models is performed by forward modelling of fracture frequency,

as described in §2.2.2. The alternatives considered are the simple Poisson process, the Levy-Lee

model, and the Nearest-Neighbor model.

For most of the rock categories, the analysis shows a simple Poisson process to be highly

unlikely. The Levy-Lee and Nearest-Neighbor models, which are capable of producing a higher

degree of clustering, give superior fits relative to the simple Poisson process, both visually and in

terms of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) and x2 statistics. In general, however, even the best-fitting

models do not give statistically acceptable fits. As discussed in §2.2, this means that these models

can only be viewed as approximations to the underlying physical process of fracture location.

2.2.4.1 Models for all rock

Estimation of location models was performed first for the entire Pn dataset, irrespective of

lithology or structural domain. Figure 2-5(a-c) shows the best fits obtained, for each of the three

models considered. For the simple Poisson process, an additional plot is shown (Figure 2-5d),

which compares the observed distribution ̂ ^(Pn) with the predicted distribution for a simple

Poisson process, with mean frequency equal to the overall average fracture frequency:

p Total number of fractures

Total core length

This would be the optimal estimate of the Poisson rate parameter, for a true Poisson process.

However, because the observed process is markedly non-Poisson, use of this estimate, in general,

does not yield the optimal fit of the simple Poisson model to the observed^ ,1(̂ 11) data.

The best fit, as measured by the combined statistic CS, is given by a Levy-Lee model, with a

fractal dimension D^ ~ 2.29. As seen in Figure 2-5, the predicted^ n (Ai) f° r m* s model gives

fair agreement with the observed fPU(Pn)* o v e r m e entire range of recorded fracture frequencies.

The Poisson model, in contrast, underpredicts both the percentage of unfractured core sections,

and the occurrence of highly-fractured sections (the tail of the distribution). The Nearest-

Neighbor model, on the other hand, reproduces the highly fractured sections (ie.y matches the
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tail) well, but gives a poor approximation to the distribution of unfractured to moderately

fractured sections.

Figure 2-6 presents models for the four major lithologic types (aplite, granite, granodiorite, and

greenstone), based on data from both within and outside of the major fracture zones. For these

cases, and the corresponding cases for the INZONE and UNZONE structural domains, only the

best-fit models are presented.

The aplite data have a grossly triangular distribution o£PI]t with an strong tail representing a

multitude of highly-fractured sections. The best-fitting model for aplite is a Levy-Lee process

(Figure 2-6a), with D^ = 2.25. This model slightly underpredicts the incidence of unfractured

sections, and overpredicts the percentage of very highly fractured sections by a factor of two.

However, it gives a close fit for intermediate lengths. A Nearest-Neighbor model, with bm~ 3.16

and Xf^ - 4.6 m, gives a slightly inferior match that underpredicts the moderately fractured

range. The simple Poisson process does not yield even a crude fit to these data.

Smaland granite displays a lesser degree of clustering than does the aplite. A simple Poisson

process (Figure 2-6b), with a mean frequency of 2.62 per m, gives the best overall fit. This model,

however, underpredicts the occurrence of sections with more than 5 fractures. This is reflected in

a lower fractal dimension, Du - 2.14, which overpredicts the percentage of unfractured sections,

but gives an adequate fit to the tail. This result may be compared with a analysis of outcrop data

from Aspo, by Ericsson (1989), who gave an overall estimate of D^ ~ 2.08, based on data from

six outcrops in granite. Ericsson's D^ estimates from individual outcrops ranged from 1.70 to

2.59, with a mean value of Du = 2.11 ± 0.36.

Granodiorite also displays a relatively low degree of clustering, which is best approximated by a

simple Poisson process (Figure 2-6c) with a slightly higher mean frequency of 3.11 per m. The

greenstone data show strong clustering, which is best approximated by a Levy-Lee model (Figure

2-6d) with D^ = 2.73.
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2.2.4.2 Models for fractures within major structures

Figure 2-7 presents the best-fit models for the four major lithologic types (aplite, granite,

granodiorite, and greenstone), and for the aggregate of all lithologies, based on data from within

the major fracture zones (Structural domain INZONE). For all rock within fracture zones, the

best-fitting model is a Levy-Lee process (Figure 2-7a), with Du = 2.74. The high degree of

clustering in the population is indicated by a strong tail in fPU(P\d-

The aplite data within fracture zones show a fpu(Pn), with a high proportion both of

unfractured sections and highly-fractured sections. This is best matched by a Nearest-Neighbor

model (Figure 2-7b) with b^, = 4.04 and Xm = 5.0 m. For S ma land granite within fracture zones,

the best fit is provided by a Levy-Lee model (Figure 2-7c) with D^ ~ 2.29. Granodiorite within

fracture zones is best approximated by a Levy-Lee model (Figure 2-7d) with D^ - 2.30. For

greenstone within fracture zones, the best overall fit is provided by a simple Poisson process

(Figure 2-7e) with a mean frequency of 4.88 per m. Both the Levy-Lee model and the Nearest-

Neighbor yield fairly good overall fits, but overpredict the occurrence of unfractured sections.

2.2.4.3 Models for fractures outside of major structures

Figure 2-8 presents the best-fitting models for aplite, granite, granodiorite, and greenstone, and

the aggregate of all lithologies, based on data exclusive of all major fracture zones (Structural

domain UNZONE). This structural domain is of greatest interest for the repository-scale model,

since by design canisters in the hypothetical repository are placed outside of the identified, major

fracture zones.

For all rock excluding fracture zones, the best-fitting model is a Levy-Lee process (Figure 2-8a),

with DLL - 2.60, which gives a fair approximation to the observed data, over the entire range of

fracture frequency.

The aplite data, excluding fracture zones, show the same, grossly triangular form as for all aplite.

This is best matched by a Levy-Lee model (Figure 2-8b), with DLL - 2.17, or alternatively by a

Nearest-Neighbor model with bNN - 2.67 and KNN = 4.9m. For Smaland granite excluding fracture

zones, the best fit is provided by a Levy-Lee model (Figure 2-8c) with Du ~ 2.30.
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Granodiorite excluding fracture zones is best approximated by a Levy-Lee model (Figure 2-8d)

with D^ = 2.23, or alternatively by a Poisson model with a mean frequency of 2.95 per m. For

greenstone within fracture zones, the best overall fit is for a Levy-Lee model with D^ ~ 2.25.

2.2.5 Variability of fracture location processes

Spatial variation of fracture intensity may be a key source of hydrologic variability in the near

field. It is therefore important that a discrete fracture model be able to reproduce, at least

roughly, the observed variability in fracture intensity.

The analysis of fracture intensity data from Aspo shows that, for most rock categories, the

observed variability is not consistent with the hypothesis of a statistically homogeneous, simple

Poisson process, throughout a given rock category. Thus in order for a model to reproduce the

observed variability, it must be either a statistically heterogeneous process, or some homogeneous

process that is more complex than a simple Poisson process.

The approach taken in this analysis has been to seek to fit models that are statistically

homogeneous, but only slightly more complex than a simple Poisson process. These

homogeneous models are found to be capable of explaining much of the observed variability in

fracture intensity, although the K-S and %2 goodness-of-fit statistics indicate that these models

can only be regarded as rough approximations to the underlying process.

An alternative approach would be to assume that the Poisson process applies only locally, while

the expected value of fracture intensity varies as some function of position. To model the fracture

population at the site, one must estimate the form and the parameters of this spatial function.

Possible techniques are fitting of trends, or kriging, based on fracture intensity data. Simulations

based on such techniques, however, would be likely to underrepresent rock mass variability in

regions distant from the cored holes. Simulation techniques (Dershowitz et aL, 1994) that preserve

variability over the entire domain of simulation, while honoring the observed fracture intensity

along boreholes, have been developed since the time of the original analysis of these data.

Among the three statistically homogeneous models that were evaluated, the Levy-Lee model

appears to be the most versatile for reproducing the observed variability in fracture intensity.

Even for the rock categories where this model is not the best of the three, the Levy-Lee model
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provides a fit of comparable quality. Due to its versatility, the Levy-Lee model was adopted as the

primary model for simulation.

2.2.6 Uncertainty in estimating processes of fracture location processes

The major types of uncertainty that arise in estimating fracture location models are:

• Conceptual uncertainty, i.e. uncertainty as to the appropriateness of the chosen models.

• Parameter uncertainty, it. the uncertainty in the estimated values of the parameters for

the models.

• Uncertainty due to spatial variability, ue. uncertainty as to the applicability of the

estimated models and parameters, in regions distant from where there are observations.

The conceptual uncertainty for fracture location models should, in general, be seen as high. The

location models used here (and indeed most location models that have been used for DFN

modelling in the literature) can best be described as heuristic and descriptive. This is due to the

lack of an established relationship between genetic processes, and descriptive models for fracture

location, as discussed further in §2.8.

The currently weak theoretical basis, combined with the generally poor goodness-of-fit statistics,

means that the DFN models can only be viewed as simplified, approximate representations of the

actual fracture system. However, the results of validation, as described in §3 show that these

representations may nevertheless be adequate for hydrologic modelling.

Parameter uncertainty in the location models arises from the estimation process. The estimated

values of the parameters are taken to be those that yield an optimum in terms of the average

goodness-of-fit statistics. That is, in the forward-modelling process, multiple, stochastic

realizations of the hypothesized model are generated and compared with the observations, and

the average of the statistics over these realizations is compared with the best average for all other

parameter combinations that have been tested.

One measure of parameter uncertainty is the likelihood that, for a set of values that differs from

the optimal estimates, an individual realization may give a better match to the data than does the

optimal model. In the case of the Levy-Lee model applied to Aspo data, for [D^ - D^ | ;> 0.1,
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typically less than 10°/o of realizations will give a better match than the optimum value D
LL

Additional parameter uncertainty relates to the possible errors that are introduced by simplifying

assumptions in the analysis. One such assumption is that the separation distance between

fracture centers is independent of their size and orientation. The validity of this assumption

cannot be assessed due to the limited quantity of oriented core data, and absence of subsurface

scanline data.

A second, implicit assumption is that the orientation distribution is approximately, spherically

uniform. To the extent that the distribution is nonuniform, two types of error are introduced.

Hie first is a scale factor for the estimated mean PUt which is a function of the angle between the

mean pole of the fracture orientations and the boreholes (i.e., the Terzaghi correction). This error

would not affect estimates of the fractal dimension D^ or the Nearest-Neighbor exponent b^

and does not affect the overall analysis, since the mean Pu for transmissive fractures is estimated

separately, as described in §2.3.

The second type of error resulting from this assumption depends on the degree of

nonuniformity, and the geometry of the borehole sampling program relative to the orientation

distribution. This could affect estimates of clustering, because of the effect of combining datasets

from boreholes with different apparent fracture spacings. However, since most of the boreholes

in the dataset are within 30 degrees of vertical, the effect of this assumption on the clustering

parameters is expected to be minor.
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2.3 Fracture transmissivity and conductive fracture frequency

Fracture transmissivity, 7J-, is defined as the effective average transmissivity for cross-fracture flow.

It is assumed that, although the point transmissivity may vary within a fracture, there exists an

effective, isotropic value of 7} that is adequate for calculating flow on a network scale. 7} may

alternatively be expressed in terms of an effective hydraulic aperture, bh, defined in terms of an

equivalent, parallel-plate fracture as:

PS

Note that bh may differ significantly from the average mechanical aperture, due to the net effects

of mechanical aperture variation and conductive fracture fillings.

Tf is assumed to be randomly distributed, according to some probability density function /r/(Tj).

Two forms were tested for each rock category: the exponential form, E(Tf; \lTf), and the

lognormal form, LN{Tj, Hiogr/> ^logr/)- Mathematical definitions of these distributional forms are

given in Appendix A.

Conductive fracture frequency, Pllc, is defined as the number of conductive (i.e. transmissive)

fractures per unit length of borehole.

The fracture conductance probability Pc is defined as the probability that any given fracture is

conductive (or transmissive), as opposed to being impervious (sealed). This is related to PUc

simply as PUc ~ Pu Pc. The fracture conductance probability Pc was assumed to be a constant

for all fractures within a given lithologic/structural domain.
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2.3.1 Data utilized in analysis

Estimation offv(Tj) and P̂  is based on data from Boreholes KAS 02-08. The types of data used

in the analysis are:

• GRF transmissivity estimates for 3 m fixed-interval-length packer tests (Geier et al, 1996a).

Joint (fracture) data from the GEOTAB table NJOINT;

Crushed-zone data from the GEOTAB table CRUSH.

The joint and crushed-zone data are combined prior to the analysis, as described in Section 2.2.2.

2.3.2 Analysis procedure

The parameters of fTf(Tf) and Pf are estimated for each rock category, by the algorithm shown in

Figure 2-9. The general approach to estimation of single-fracture transmissivity is based on that

Osnes et al (1988). The current analysis differs from that of Osnes et aL, in that here the

estimation is performed by forward modelling to optimize goodness-of-fit statistics, rather than

by numerical inversion of an analytical, maximum-likelihood expression. In this approach, the

net transmissivity of a borehole section, as seen in a packer test, is viewed as a random process

defined as follows:

Each fracture intersecting the section is assumed to have a fixed (but unknown) probability P of

being transmissive (conductive). Thus, for any randomly chosen fracture that appears in the

borehole section, there is a probability Pf that the fracture is hydraulically conductive, and a

probability 1- Pf that the fracture is nonconductive (i.e., sealed).

Values of 7} for individual fractures are assumed to be independent random variates, drawn from

a distribution of specified form (either exponential or lognormal, in this analysis). The net

transmissivity of the section is taken to be simply the sum over the transmissive fractures:

3 An alternative estimate of Yc could be obtained from the relative percentages of "sealed"
and "natural" fractures, as identified in the core data from Aspo. However, there is reason to
believe that these categories are confused, to some extent, by the effects of mechanical damage
during core recovery (see discussion by Geier et al, 1996b).
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where Ns is the number of conductive fractures intersecting the borehole. Thus this analysis does

not take into account possible network effects among fractures.

This analysis also does not take in account the possible distinction between cross- fracture

transmissivity (7^) and the effective "at-borehole" transmissivity, as measured in a packer test.

This effect may occur due to variations in fracture aperture (Dershowitz et aL, 1992). At present,

only limited data are available concerning aperture variability and its effect on at-borehole

transmissivity measurements. Any particular model for this effect would be highly speculative.

The parameters to be estimated are Pc and the distribution parameters for/r/(7}). These are

estimated by forward modelling of the random process defined above, and adjustment of the

parameters to improve the statistical match between the observed and simulated distributions of

section transmissivity, Ts. The automated fitting is performed by Powell's algorithm (Brent,

1973). The mean conductive fracture frequency is calculated as P.. = P 'Pn> where P.. is the

mean fracture frequency.

2.3.3 Inferred models for fracture transmissivity

Estimation of transmissivity models is performed by forward modelling of borehole section

transmissivities, as described in §2.3.2. The alternatives that have been considered iotfjyiTj) are

lognormal and exponential models. In general, the estimated fracture conductance probability is

estimated to be about 10%, and the lognormal model is found to give a markedly superior fit to

the observed distribution of section transmissivity.

The analysis procedure implicitly assumes that fracture transmissivity is a spatially homogeneous

random process. That is, possible spatial trends in the distribution of fracture transmissivity are

not taken into account.

Rhen (1991) reported a trend of decreasing variance and increasing mean value with depth at

Aspo, based on a separate analysis of the Aspo data for hydraulic conductivity Ks of 3 m
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sections. The reported increase in mean log Ks from 100 m to 500 m depth is less than one order

of magnitude, whereas the reported standard deviation of log Ks is about 2 orders of magnitude.

Thus the reported trend with depth appears to be minor in relation to the variability among

neighboring sections of a borehole.

Inspection of section transmissivity Ts data for the rock mass, as defined in the SITE-94

structural model, suggest that spatial trends are at most minor, when compared with the overall

variability of transmissivity. Figure 2-10 shows the variation of Ts measurements on 3 m sections,

with respect to the three geographical coordinates (depth, North-South, and East-West). In the

vertical and North-South directions, there is no apparent trend.

In the East-West direction, the (logarithmic) moving average shows a decline of perhaps half an

order of magnitude, over a 500 m span in the eastward direction across Aspo. In this direction,

the data support is sparse, outside of a 200 m band around the planned Aspo laboratory.

In the analysis that follows, the influence of possible, minor spatial trends is ignored. The effect

might be a slight overestimation of the variability of the fitted models, corresponding to, at

most, an increase of about 0.25 in the estimated standard deviation of log Tf.

2.3.3.1 Transmissivity models for all rock

Figure 2-11 shows the optimal fits for the entire dataset, for transmissivity models of lognormal

and exponential forms. The lognormal model with Pc ~ 10.9% and/r/(7}) = ZJV(-8.7, 1.2) m /s

gives a good overall fit to the observations (Figure 2-1 la). The best-fitting exponential model

(Figure 2-10b) gives a much poorer match to observations.

Table 2.1 gives the estimated parameters for single-fracture transmissivity, for the main lithologic

categories, considering data both from within and outside of major fracture zones. Plots of the

fits for these models are shown in Figure 2-12.

The lognormal model for granodiorite gives a good fit to the observations (Figure 2-12d). The

estimated variance of log 7} is low relative to that for the other rock types.

The value of Pc for Smaland granite is anomalously high, while H^jy is anomalously low. As

seen in Figure 2-12b, the Ts distribution for this rock type shows no clear mode, and there is a
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relatively high proportion of marginally transmissive sections, in the range 10 to 10 m / s . This

indicates that, for Smaland granite, the resolution of the packer testing program was higher than

the transmissivity of a large proportion of the 3 m sections. In effect, only the tail of the Ts

distribution has been sampled. This leads to non-uniqueness in the model for single-fracture

transmissivity. Fits comparable to that shown in Figure 2-\2b can be obtained for different

combinations of values forP c , (Xlog7y, and C7log77. The implications of this non-uniqueness are

discussed further in Section 2.3.5.

Table 2.1. Single-fracture transmissivity models, Domain ALLRK.

Rock Type

All rock (ALL)

Aplite (HSC)

Smaland granite (PSE)

Aspo granodiorite (PSF)

Greenstone (VB)

Conductance

Probability

P<

10.9%

13.2%

58.3%

10.1%

7.6o/o

Mean Log 7}

(m2/s)

-8.7

-9.0

-10.4

-8.6

-8.8

Std. Dev. Log 7}

aiog77

(m2/s)

1.2

1.5

1.5

1.0

1.7

2.3.3.2 Transmissivity models for fractures within major structures

Table 2.2 gives the statistics for the optimal lognormal models for each rock type, based on the

data from within major fracture zones. Plots of the corresponding fits are shown in Figure 2-13.

The estimated models are similar to those for the dataset as a whole, except for the cases of

Smaland granite and greenstone, for which the data from within fracture zones are limited.

Quite good fits are obtained for both aplite and granodiorite within fracture zones, with the

aplite indicating a higher variance for log Tf. The frequency of transmissive sections in the

granodiorite is, surprisingly, lower than in the rock as a whole. In fact, as seen by comparison

with results in the following section, there is little hydrologic distinction between granodiorite

within and without fracture zones.
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Table 2.2. Single-fracture transmissivity models, Domain INZON.

Rock Type

All rock (ALL)

Aplite (HSC)

Smaland granite (PSE)

Aspo granodiorite (PSF)

Greenstone (VB)

Conductance

Probability

P

9.8%

8.6%

19.6%

8.1%

4.7%

Mean Log 7}

M-iogr/

(m2/s)

-9.0

-8.6

-8.1

-8.5

-7.4

Std. Dev. Log Tf

aiogr/

(m2/s)

1.5

1.5

0.4

1.0

1.0

2.3.3.3 Transmissivity models for fractures outside of major structures

Table 2.3 gives the statistics for the optimal lognormal models for each rock type, based on the

data from outside of major fracture zones, i.e., the "rock mass." Plots of the corresponding fits

are shown in Figure 2-14. In comparison with the models for the same rock types within major

structures, these models predict that a higher proportion of the fractures are transmissive in the

rock mass, which could partially offset the higher intensity of fracturing, within the fracture

zones.

The models for aplite, granodiorite, and greenstone all fit the observations quite well, and display

a relatively low variance of log 7}. Hie fractures in the aplite appear to be, on average, more

transmissive than those in the granodiorite and greenstone.

The model for Smaland granite in the rock mass has a high estimated variance, relative to that

for the same rock type within fracture zones. However, by comparison of Figures 2-13c and 2-144

it is apparent that (in view of the small samples) the distributions may be more similar than is

suggested by the disparate parameter estimates. This case further illustrates the non-uniqueness

that can result from the combination of a high measurement threshold (relative to the

distribution of fracture transmissivity) and a small sample.
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Table 2.3. Single-fracture transmissivity models, Domain UNZON.

Rock Type

All rock (ALL)

Aplite (HSC)

Smaland granite (PSE)

Aspo granodiorite (PSF)

Greenstone (VB)

Conductance

Probability

p.

12.1%

10.20/0

10.2%

9.9%

9.3%

Mean Log 7}

M-iogr/

(m2/s)

-9.0

-8.0

-8.0

-8.5

-9.1

Std. Dev. Log 7}

0 log 77

(m2/s)

1.5

1.0

1.4

1.0

0.9

A superficially curious result is that the estimated Pc is greater for all rock types in the rock

mass, than for any of the four major rock types. This is explained in terms of the non-uniqueness

in parameter estimation. The higher Pc is offset by the lower mean and higher variance, which

combine to gives a roughly similar frequency of fractures having 7} in the range 10 to 10 m /s .

This is illustrated by an alternative model for all rock-mass data, with Pc = 7.5%, f4.Iog7y - -8.2,

and Oi^ r/
 = 1.0. Hie resulting fit (Figure 2-14£) is quite acceptable for Tt > 10 m /s , which is,

approximately, the realistic measurement threshold for the transmissivity dataset (Geier et aLt

1996a).

2.3.4 Variability

This analysis makes several important assumptions regarding the variability of fracture

transmissivity at the Aspo site.

First, it is assumed that fracture transmissivity is statistically homogeneous, for a given

lithologic/structural domain, throughout the site. Thus both the form and parameters o }

as well as the conductance probability Pc, are assumed to be invariant for a given domain.

More complex models could easily be formulated that would allow for, e.g., spatial variation of

the parameters Pc, [1^^, and OlQgT/. However, in view of the results for the simple,

homogeneous models, it may be expected that more complex, inhomogeneous models would
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exhibit a high degree of non-uniqueness.

As mentioned in Section 2.3.3, neglecting minor spatial trends in the packer-test data may lead to

an overestimation of the variability attributed to fracture system variance. For a half-order-of-

magnitude, linear trend across the Aspo, the likely effect is that OlogT/ would be overestimated by

less than 0.25.

2.3.5 Uncertainty and variability

The major types of uncertainty that arise in the fitting of fracture transmissivity models are:

• Conceptual uncertainty regarding the applicability of the conceptual models for single-

fracture transmissivity, and for the contribution of individual fractures to section

transmissivity.

• Parameter uncertainty regarding the values of the estimated statistics Pc, H^g^, and <Jlog

Tf

• Uncertainty due to spatial variability of fracture transmissivity, on various scales.

The main types of conceptual uncertainty relate to: (1) the concept of single-fracture

transmissivity 7}, (2) the simplified conceptual model for section transmissivity T s , (3) the

possible relation of T, to other fracture characteristics, and (4) conceptual uncertainty in the

model used for interpretation of transient packer-test data.

The notion of an effective, isotropic transmissivity, 7}, for individual fractures, amounts to an

averaging assumption. Detailed investigations of fractures in situ in granitic rock (e.g. Neretnieks

et aL, 1982) show that, within a single fracture, hydraulic aperture can be highly variable.

Numerical simulations (Tsang and Tsang, 1987), based on a hypothesized, geostatistical model

for aperture variation, have demonstrated that the observed degree of aperture variability will

produce strong channeling of flow within fractures, with significant consequences for solute

transport.

A possible additional constraint for inhomogeneous models would be to match the
variogram of the section transmissivities Tit if this can be estimated. However, estimation of the
variogram, for fractured granitic rock, is in itself a complex task (see, e.g., Norman, 1992).
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However, numerical simulations of network flow (Stratford et aLy 1990), incorporating a similar

model for aperture variability within fractures, suggest that channeling is a local effect provided

there is no correlation of aperture between fractures, and the persistence of dominant pathways

through a network depends mainly on the effective, average transmissivities of the fractures. This

supports the operating assumption in the present analysis, that, for purposes modelling of

network flow, fractures can be characterized by a single value of 7}. However, at present, there is

a dearth of in situ data concerning aperture correlation between fractures. The assumption that

this correlation is negligible must therefore be regarded as speculative.

A second major conceptual uncertainty is the model for section transmissivity Ts. In the

estimation procedure, Ts is calculated by assuming that the fractures intersecting a borehole

section act as infinite, planar conductors in parallel. This approximation (essentially that of

Snow, 1967), does not account for interconnection among the fractures, finite fracture extent, or

connection to other fractures. If possible network effects were taken into account in the analysis,

the degree of non-uniqueness in parameter estimates could be expected to increase. This effect has

been confirmed in a previous DFN study, for the Finnsjon site in Sweden (Geier et al.t 1992). The

results of that study suggest that the main effect of ignoring network effects (if they are indeed

significant) would be an underestimation of the variability, as measured by O^ Tf. Thus this

conceptual uncertainty may lead to parameter uncertainty with respect to/r /(7}).

Whether or not network effects have a significant impact on the estimation of/r /(7}) depends

upon a multitude of factors, including (1) the distribution fT/(7}) itself, (2) the fracture size

distribution, (3) the connectivity of the fracture population, and (4) the duration of the packer

tests, which determines the effective radius of investigation for a given Tf. An a priori analysis of

these factors is intractable. An a posteriori verification could be performed by simulating packer

tests in the estimated DFN model, and comparing the evaluated Ts estimates from analyses of

these tests, with Ts values calculated by Snow's approximation (Snow, 1969). This has not been

This conclusion pertains to flow modelling only. Nordqvist et al (1992) have
demonstrated that local dispersion effects, arising from aperture variation within single fractures,
may be manifested in network-scale transport, as increased dispersion for each of the distinct
transport paths in a network. Within SITE-94, these effects have been incorporated into DFN
transport models in two different fashions (Nordqvist, 1995; Geier, 1996ab). The reader is referred
to the respective reports for details.
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done specifically in the present study. However, the net effect of this and other approximations

made in the analysis were tested, as described in Chapter 3, by simulation of packer tests and

comparison with the interpreted results of actual tests.

A third type of conceptual uncertainty is that 7} might be correlated to other fracture

characteristics. In this analysis, it has been assumed that Tf is an independent variable.

Correlation of 7^ to other fracture properties, such as orientation and size, could lead to fracture

networks with enhanced connectivity (Long, 1983) relative to the models given here.

Lastly, there is uncertainty in the DFN model that results from conceptual uncertainty in the

GRF model that has been used for interpretation of transient packer tests (Geier et aL, 1996a). In

the GRF model, the geometry of flow in a packer test is idealized as having a cross-sectional area

(or, to be more precise, a hydraulic conductivity-times-area product) that increases according to

some fixed, but unspecified, power of distance from the source, r0"1. This is less restrictive than

the geometric assumptions that are adopted in conventional methods of packer-test analysis (e.g.,

an assumption of cylindrical flow, which assumes DF = 2), but for the highly variable conduit

geometries that are to be expected in a fracture network, this is clearly still an idealization.

Variability of effective flow dimension within the tested conduits (including so-called "skin"

effects) can lead to errors in the estimated section transmissivities. Other model-abstraction errors

could result from variability of specific storage (which is also assumed constant), and the

uncertain cross-sectional area of the conduits at the borehole. These aspects of conceptual

uncertainty are discussed at length in a separate report (Geier et al, 1996a). The primary effect of

this conceptual uncertainty in the GRF approach is parameter uncertainty in the DFN model,

with respect to/ r /(7}).
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2.4 Fracture orientation and identification of sets

Fracture orientation, for the purposes of this study, is defined as the direction of the fracture

pole, i.e. the axis normal to the approximate plane of the fracture. By convention, a fracture pole

is represented by its downward-pointing end, i.e. the lower-hemisphere normal vector, p. In

geographical coordinates, this vector may be represented by two angles, the trend (i.e., azimuthal

angle from North) and plunge (i.e., downward angle from the horizontal plane).

A fracture set is a portion of the fracture population, the members of which share similar

characteristics. In practice, fracture sets are commonly defined solely on the basis of similarity in

orientation. This was the approach taken in the present study.

The variability of orientation within a given fracture set may be described in terms of the

fracture-pole distribution,./p(p). Two forms for^(p) have been considered in this study: the

Fisher distribution, and the nonparametric, bootstrap distribution. The Fisher distribution (a

basic parametric model for 3-D directional data) is characterized by a concentration parameter K,

which is inversely related to the dispersion (variability of orientation) about the mean direction.

The bootstrap distribution is defined (Dershowitz et al., 1994) as a random resampling of a set of

observed orientations, with dispersion about the resampled orientations. Mathematical

definitions of these distributions are given in Appendix A.

The relative intensity of a given fracture set is defined as the fraction of total fracture area per unit

volume that is comprised of fractures from that set. In terms of volumetric fracture intensity/^

the relative intensity of the ith set is R( = Pn /PMwhere Pym is the volumetric fracture

intensity of the fractures in the *th set, and:

p

where Nr is the number of defined sets.

32(O
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2.4.1 Data utilized in analysis

Two different datasets have been used for identification of fracture sets and estimation of their

corresponding^p).

• Fracture strikes and dips from mapping of outcrops on Aspo (Ericsson, 1987, 1988).

• Fracture strikes and dips estimated by re-orientating sections of core from Boreholes KAS

02-06, using televiewer data (Strahle, 1989; Fndh and Strahle, 1989).

Data are available from 52 outcrops, mostly located along the three trenches transecting Aspo,

which are described by Komfalt and Wikman (1988).

2.4.2 Analysis procedures

The analysis procedure for both outcrop and core data is as follows. First, the strike and dip data

is converted to fracture poles. A correction for directional sampling bias is applied by calculating

weights for each pole observation p, based on a correction for fracture set spacing as suggested by

Terzaghi (1965). Patterns of spatial variability in the outcrop data are examined by plotting the

Terzaghi-corrected pole data on equal-area stereonets, and comparing with the major structural

features. For both datasets, fracture sets are identified by the ISIS algorithm (Dershowitz et alt

1994). For each of the identified sets, the Fisher distribution statistics (mean pole direction and

concentration K) and a goodness-of-fit measure are calculated, and Terzaghi-corrected datasets are

generated for simulations based on the bootstrap distribution.

The Terzaghi weights wp for outcrop and core data are calculated as the ratio of true fracture

intensity to observed intensity that would be found for a set of parallel fractures, perpendicular

to a given pole orientation p. For the outcrops, it is assumed that the mapped surface is planar

and horizontal, so that the Terzaghi weights are defined as:

W = CSC l|f

where \|J is defined as the acute angle between the fracture pole and vertical.

For core, the Terzaghi weights are defined by the same formula, with \(J in this case being the
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acute angle between the core axis and the plane of the fracture. A maximum weight wp = 7 is set

to avoid overcorrection for fractures that are nearly parallel to the exposure.

No correction is made for (possible) orientation bias due to the plan-view geometry of the

outcrops, because the required geometric information was not reported. Hence it is necessary to

assume that all outcrops were approximately equidimensional.

Fracture sets are defined by the ISIS algorithm, a multivariate classification technique that is

implemented within the FracSys module of FracMan (Dershowitz et aL, 1994). Classification is

performed in a probabilistic, iterative fashion, In the (/+l)th iterative step, the probability of

assigning an observation (fracture) to the gth group (fracture set) is:

NP

p f x i
*<f*l) P P

p=l

where:

wp ~ Weight assigned to the /?th property (e.g. orientation, fracture roughness,

mineralization, etc), normalized so that the Pj sum to unity.

xp = Scalar or vector value of the/>th property for the observation.

/ (x )= Prior estimate of the distribution of the/?th property for the gth group.

The main advantage of the ISIS algorithm is that, upon convergence to a stable classification, the

classification rule becomes consistent with the estimated / (x ) for each group. This is in

contrast to conventional, maximum-likelihood classification schemes for multivariate data,

which tend to underestimate the group variances, because each group contains only the truncated

center of the distribution (Mardia et aL, 1979).

6 The incidence of gently dipping fractures on horizontal outcrops is generally enhanced
by topographic relief.
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The ISIS property weights wp are assigned in proportion to the assumed, relative significance of

the various fracture properties. In this study, classification of fractures is based purely on

orientation, so the weights for all other fracture properties are set to zero. Although this is the

conventional assumption for fracture set identification in the rock mechanics literature (e.g.

Mahtab and Yegulalp, 1984), other fracture characteristics could conceivably be important for

defining fracture sets with particular hydrologic properties.

2.4.3 Observations

Figure 2-15 shows the Terzaghi-corrected fracture poles from all outcrops on Aspo, plotted as

lower-hemisphere poles in an equal-area (Schmidt) projection. The data show three fairly distinct

clusters. The densest cluster consists steeply dipping fractures with NW to WNW strikes. A

second set of steeply dipping fractures strike NE. The third prominent cluster contains gently

dipping fractures, with dips mostly NW. A fourth, less distinct cluster consists of steeply dipping

fractures that strike roughly due north.

The Schmidt projection is a stereographic projection, commonly used in structural
geology. When fracture poles (i.e. unit normal vectors to fracture planes) are plotted on a Schmidt
projection, points near the center, 0, of the Schmidt plot represent near-vertical poles (i.e. near-
honzontal fractures), while points near the circumference of the plot represent near-horizontal
poles (i.e. near-vertical fractures). The angle /PONbetween a point P representing a fracture pole
and North, as indicated on the plot, is the azimuthal angle of the fracture pole. By convention,
fracture poles are plotted in the lower hemisphere of the Schmidt plot, so that the dip direction of
a fracture is 180° opposite of the pole azimuth.

The Schmidt projection has the property that equal areas on the projection sphere (/>., the sphere
representing all possible poles in 3-D space) plot as equal areas on the projection. Hence the areal
density of points anywhere on a Schmidt plot of fracture poles is exactly proportional to the
density of fracture poles, at the corresponding point on the projection sphere. For further
information concerning the properties of the Schmidt projection, the reader may consult any
introductory textbook for structural geology (e.g. Hobbs et al., 1976).

In the outcrop mapping, the fracture strikes and dips were recorded as multiples of 5°. In this
figure, and all Schmidt plots that follow, a small, random angular displacement has been added to
each data point to enhance the visibility of clusters, without resort to contouring.
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2.4.3.1 Spatial variability of fracture orientation

The relative intensity of these four sets is visibly variable, from point to point on Aspo. Figure 2-

16 shows stereoplots of fracture poles for individual outcrops, plotted according to location of

the outcrops on Aspo. On a given outcrop, one or more of the fracture sets are commonly

absent. The mean orientations and shapes of the main clusters also vary from outcrop to

outcrop.

The spatial variation in the fracture-pole distribution ̂ (p) does not show an apparent trend with

direction across the island. For example, Outcrop 166 in northern Aspo and Outcrop 191 in

southern Aspo are about 700 m apart, yet show similar^(p) with three distinct clusters (steep

NW striking, steep NNW striking, and gently dipping). The^(p) in either of these two outcrops

is visibly different from that on outcrops within 200 m. Indeed Outcrop 175, which lies just 80

m from Outcrop 166, resembles its neighbor much less than it resembles Outcrop 184, which lies

130 m from Outcrop 191.

The pattern of spatial variability in fracture orientation could be related to the configuration of

nearby, major structures (several of which intersect the outcrops). In Figure 2-17, which compares

stereoplots for individual outcrops with the major features in the preliminary SKI structural

model (see Appendix B), a few structural associations can be distinguished. The most distinct

clustering is mainly seen in the outcrops that lie within, or very close to, one or more of the

major fracture zones. Most of the outcrops that show distinct clusters of gently dipping fractures

are in the vicinity of gently dipping zones, with the fractures often at an angle of 20-30 relative

to the structure. The steeply dipping fractures tend to plot within 30-40 of the poles to nearby,

steeply dipping fracture zones.

The pattern for^(p) on outcrops adjacent to gently dipping zones is generally consistent with

the observations of Talbot and Munier (1989), who conducted a separate fracture-mapping study

on Aspo. That study was focused on the most prominent fracture sets within selected fracture

zones, representative of the main fracture-zone sets in the area. The larger dataset from the

outcrop mapping by Ericsson (1987 and 1988) shows several exceptions to the general patterns

noted by Talbot and Munier. For example, Outcrops 151 and 153 both lie in the immediate

vicinity of gently dipping fracture zones, but lack prominent clusters of gently dipping fractures.
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Even within a single structure, fp(p) is often variable between exposures. In Figure 2-17, among

the pairs of stereoplots from outcrops that lie along a single fracture zone, very few pairs exhibit

similar/p(p). This may be at least partly due to the fact that many of the mapped outcrops are

near or within the intersection of two or more fracture zones.

A quantitative analysis of the relationship between structural features and local estimates of/p(p)

would be desirable. However, the methods and tools that would be required for such an analysis

were not available at the time of this study. Possible techniques for spatial interpolation of axial

data distributions are discussed by Fisher et at (1987), who note that no satisfactory, general

technique is presently in use.

For the purpose of the analysis that follows, the simplification is introduced that, excluding

major fracture zones, ^(p) for a given rock type is spatially constant. This simplification is least

severe for the interiors of structural blocks, which presumably would be most representative of

the repository-scale rock mass. The implications of this simplification, for DFN modelling of

radionuclide transport, are discussed in Section 2.4.5.

2.4.3.2 Comparison between outcrop and core data

A comparison of the Terzaghi-corrected fracture pole data from the outcrops, with those from

the re-oriented core sections (Figure 2-18), shows clear differences between the two datasets. In

general, even after correcting for sampling bias, the core data have a higher relative intensity of gently

dipping fractures, and lack the clear distinction between gently dipping and steeply dipping sets,

which is observed with the corrected outcrop data. The core data also show a higher relative

intensity of moderately (30-60 ) dipping fractures, and a more uniform distribution of strike

directions than do the outcrop data.

The discrepancy between datasets might be due to one or several of the following possibilities:

• /p(p) might change with depth, toward a more uniform strike distribution and a
greater relative intensity of gently dipping fractures,

• Mistakes may have occurred in re-orienting the core sections, which would have
randomized the angles about the borehole axes.

• The core data may be biased due to the boreholes being drilled to intersect
specific fracture zones, which tend to contain more gently-dipping fractures.
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• The outcrop data may be biased against moderately dipping fractures, due to a
tendency to map fractures as subvertical, when there is insufficient relief to get a
good estimate of the dip.

The first possibility was checked by examining equal-area plots of fracture poles from the

shallowest 200 m of each borehole, for each rock type. These near-surface data show the same

discrepancies with the outcrop-derived ^(P)- Thus, unless there is a fairly rapid transition in

fp{p) at shallow depths, the discrepancies cannot be explained as a trend with depth.

The second possibility, that mistakes were made in re-orienting the core, could explain the

increased uniformity of the strike angles in core. However, as all of the boreholes represented in

the dataset are steeply inclined, such mistakes could not explain the strong increase in the relative

intensity of gently dipping fractures.

The third possibility, that the core data were biased due to a drilling program that targeted

gently-dipping fracture zones, was checked by a separate examination of the fracture data from

outside all major fracture zones. Stereoplots for this subset of the data show a decreased relative

intensity of gently dipping fractures, and an increased relative intensity of steeply dipping

fractures. The fracture sets for the non-zone data are, however, still less distinct than for the

outcrop data, due to a larger percentage of moderately dipping fractures.

The fourth possibility, that the dips of moderately dipping fractures tend to be overestimated on

outcrops, may to some extent account for the higher proportion of moderately dipping fractures,

in the corrected core data. Cruden and Charlesworth (1976) have observed that the magnitude of

error in dip measurements on outcrops tends to increase with the dip angle. However, it is not

clear whether the errors tend to be biased toward higher dips.

The unresolved discrepancies between outcrop data and reoriented core data makes it difficult to

say which of the datasets should be used as the basis for a model for the repository-scale rock

mass, or whether the two datasets might be combined. For the purpose of SITE-94, the two

datasets have been viewed as representing two alternative distributions of fracture orientation.

Implications of the uncertainty associated with these datasets are discussed in Section 2.4.6.
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2.4.4 Inferred models for major lithologic types

The preliminary examination of orientation data, as described above, indicated the presence of

several distinct sets of fractures. The same sets are also apparent when the dataset is limited to the

outcrops outside of the major fracture zones (Figure 2-19).

An analysis of fracture sets for the domain UNZONE was performed using the ISIS algorithm.

The separate analyses that were performed for outcrop data and re-oriented core data are

described in Appendix D. Results are obtained in two forms for each identified fracture set: (1) a

statistical summary in terms of the Fisher distribution parameters, and (2) digital data files

containing weighted fracture data for bootstrap simulation.

2.4.5 Variability

The fracture-pole distribution fp(p) within the Aspo site is spatially heterogeneous, as

demonstrated by the plots for individual outcrops (Section 2.4.3.1). It is reasonable to assume

that a similar degree of variability exists in the vertical direction, although this assumption

cannot be properly assessed due to the limited quantity of orientation data from at depth, and its

somewhat questionable reliability.

In terms of a DFN model, the implications of the observed spatial variability are that rock-mass

connectivity and effective conductivity may be more anisotropic and variable, on a local scale,

than would be predicted based on the overall fp(p), for the entire site.

As discussed in Section 2.4.3.2, spatial variation of/p(p) appears to be systematic, with a

relationship to the orientation of larger-scale structural features. Spatial correlation of fj,(p)

would cause the effects of local-scale variability to persist over larger scales. The expected

consequences for radionuclide transport would be an increased contrast in transport velocities

among pathways through the rock mass, with reduced buffering capacity for the faster pathways.

An alignment of the local fp(p) with nearby fracture zones could make each structure behave

more like a dual aquifer, with the adjacent fractured rock behaving as the auxiliary aquifer

(Figure 2-20), rather than a simple aquifer in a dual porosity system. In terms of the large-scale

flow field, this would increase the influence of the major structures relative to the rock mass.
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Apparent dual-porosity effects measured in such a system would be indicative primarily of the

auxiliary fracture system, rather than the rock mass proper. The pore volume and wetted surface

seen by a radionuclide travelling through such a system would likely be higher than for a distinct

fracture zone with the same net transmissivity.

2.4.6 Uncertainty and variability

The main types of uncertainty that are encountered in the analysis of orientation data include:

• Model uncertainty regarding the appropriateness of the distributional forms.

• Parameter uncertainty due to dataset size, reliability, and sampling bias.

• Uncertainty due to spatial variability of ./p(p).

The appropriateness of the Fisher distribution is indeed doubtful, as indicated by the poor K-S

statistics for the fitted distributions. Use of the Fisher distribution, as a rough approximation to

fp(p) for a given set, will introduce errors that are most likely minor in comparison with those

due to other sources of uncertainty.

If the nonparametric bootstrap distribution is used, the problem of inference of a distributional

form is avoided. However, the results may become more sensitive to parameter uncertainty that

arises from sampling bias. A minor inconsistency also arises, in that the assignment of fractures

to sets using ISIS was based on the Fisher distribution. If the fracture size distribution varies

among fracture sets (as is suggested by the set tracelength statistics, given in the tables above), the

occasional outlier misclassifications that result may affect the subsequent estimation of fracture

size distributions. However, given that the ISIS-defined sets are quite distinct, such effects are

almost certainly negligible.

The uncertainty in Fisher parameter estimates is probably minor in comparison with other

sources of uncertainty. For instance, for a sample size of 200 fracture poles, and an estimated

Fisher = 10, the 95% confidence cone for the mean direction np is roughly 4° about ^ and the

95% confidence interval for K is roughly ±2.
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Parameter uncertainty due to sampling bias is of greater significance. For the subsurface dataset,

the relative intensity of steeply dipping fractures, and the corresponding component of/p(p), are

highly uncertain, due to the limited quantity of re-oriented core from inclined holes. For the

surface dataset, on the other hand, the estimated relative intensity of gently dipping fractures is

subject to large errors. Although the Terzaghi correction is designed to reduce this type of error,

the errors in the correction factor itself may be substantial for gently dipping fractures, due to

outcrop relief.

Minor additional sampling bias, for both datasets, may be introduced by a correlation between

fracture size and orientation. The tracelength statistics for the various ISIS-defined sets indicate

that fracture size is indeed a function of orientation, but the contrast is in general less than a

factor of two. Effects of sampling bias due to a correlation between size and orientation are, for

the most part, accounted for by defining fracture sets in terms of their relative intensities.

Uncertain sampling bias, for the outcrop dataset, may also have resulted from non-

equidimensional outcrops. Since information on outcrop geometry was not reported, the effects

of this type of sampling bias cannot be evaluated.

The unresolved discrepancies between outcrop data and reoriented core data make it difficult to

say which dataset is more reliable, as the basis for a model for the repository-scale rock mass.

Ordinarily it could be argued that oriented core data, being more proximal, should provide the

better indication of ^(p) at repository depths. However, the remarkable uniformity of strike in

the re-oriented core raises questions as to the reliability of the re-orientation technique.

The dominant source of uncertainty is most probably the spatial variability of/p(p). The

observed lateral variability of/p(p), together with the sparseness of sampling at repository depths,

makes^(p) highly uncertain in the vicinity of the repository. Due to this uncertainty, the

fracture sets defined above can only be regarded as crudely representative of the rock mass in the

vicinity of the hypothetical repository.
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2.5 Fracture size or equivalent radius

In the context of this report, the term fracture size refers to the areal extent of a fracture, within

the fracture plane. An assumption that is commonly adopted in DFN modelling is that fractures

can be represented, at least approximately, by planar, circular discs. With this assumption,

fracture size may be expressed in terms of the distribution of disk radii.

In the present study, the circular-disk assumption is used to derive a fracture size distribution. In

the subsequent modelling, however, this assumption is relaxed to treat the fractures as arbitrary

polygons, as when e.g. the fractures are observed to terminate at their intersections with other

fractures. For the general case, fracture size is defined in terms of an equivalent radius, defined as

T - y/A/n , where A is the areal extent of the fracture. Thus the equivalent radius of an

arbitrary, planar fracture is the radius of the circular disc of equal area.

The variability of fracture size is described in terms of the equivalent radius distribution, f£re).

In this analysis, three different distributional forms were considered for/r(r«): exponential,

lognormal, and power-law. These forms are defined in Appendix A.

A fracture trace is the intersection of a three-dimensional fracture with a mapped surface (e.g. an

outcrop). In general neither the fracture nor the mapped surface is perfectly planar, and the

fracture trace is not a straight line; however, usually the trace is approximated by a straight-line

for the purposes of mapping.

The trace length, denoted X, is the nominal length of a fracture trace. The distribution of trace

length, fk(X), is related to / r (O by a complicated function that involves factors such as outcrop

geometry and the fracture orientation distribution.

2.5.1 Data utilized in analysis

No relevant data for fracture size are available from repository depth, from the HRL pre-

investigations. Consequently fracture size distributions can only be estimated from outcrop data.

The following data are used for estimation of fracture size distributions:

• Fracture trace lengths from the mapping of outcrops on Aspo (Ericsson, 1987 and 1988),
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mainly along the three cleaned trenches, 2 to 5 m wide, which have been described by
Komfalt and Wikman (1988).

• Fracture set definitions from ISIS analysis of outcrop data, as described in Section 2.4.

• Terzaghi-corrected orientation data (bootstrap datasets) as produced by ISIS.

The outcrop data from Ericsson (1987 & 1988) are by far the largest database relevant to

estimation of fracture size distributions on Aspo. Additional outcrop mapping has been

performed on the mainland, in the Simpevarp area. The Simpevarp data are available from

GEOTAB, but have not been utilized in the present analysis.

2.5.2 Analysis procedures

Analysis of trace-length data is based on a forward-modelling approach. A preliminary

examination of the data is performed by classifying the outcrops according to rock type and

structural domain, and examining the histograms of trace length for each category. Then forward

modelling to estimate fr{re) is performed for each of the major categories, taking into account

the sources of sampling bias that could be defined from the site database.

Analytical inversion of fr(re) from trace-length data is possible, if sufficient simplifying

assumptions regarding the fracture orientation distribution and outcrop geometry are

introduced. The estimates obtained are usually in the form of first- or second-moment solutions,

and an additional assumption must be made as to the analytical form of fr(re). This is

problematic since the connectivity of a fracture network can be strongly dependent on the shape

of the upper tail of the size distribution.

In the present study, the technique of forward modelling (Dershowitz, 1992) is used, rather than

analytical inversion, to estimate fr{re) from tracelength data. This is done using an adaptation of

the FracSize algorithm (Dershowitz et aL, 1994). For a predefined fracture survey geometry

consisting of multiple, rectangular trace maps, fractures are generated to reproduce the observed

number of traces on each outcrop, based on an assumed form for the distribution of fracture

radius.

For each outcrop, the orientations of the simulated fractures is simulated by bootstrap

resampling from the Terzaghi-corrected, observed orientations, so that consistency with the

observed orientation distribution was maintained on each outcrop. Parameters of the fracture
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size distribution are fitted by optimizing a goodness-of-fit statistic for the observed vs. simulated

), using Powell's algorithm (Brent, 1973).

Three different distributional forms were tested, for each of the fracture sets defined using ISIS

(see Section 2.4): lognormal, (negative) exponential, and power-law. A noteworthy aspect of the

power-law distribution is that it is self-similar with respect to a change in scale. In the case of the

. lognormal distribution, fitting is performed with respect to two parameters, the mean and

standard deviation of log re. The exponential distribution is fitted by adjusting the mean radius,

Mr

The power-law distribution is defined in terms of two parameters, the minimum value rmin and

the power-law exponent br The minimum value is somewhat arbitrary, and is usually fixed at the

lower limit of concern for the problem at hand. In the present analysis, rmin has been held fixed

at half the smallest mapped tracelength (usually 0.2 m), and only br has been allowed to vary in

the fitting process.

2.5.3 Inferred models for major lithologic types

An initial examination of the trace-length data shows that there is a substantial degree of

censoring, due to the finite width of the outcrops. 33% of the fracture traces were obscured at

one end, and 14% were obscured at both ends. The maximum tracelengths mapped on these

outcrops range from about 4 m on the smaller outcrops to 15 m on the largest outcrops.

Based on other fracture mapping studies on Aspo, it seems that the upper limit on single fracture

size is much larger than the scale of the outcrop mapping along trenches. Extensive single

fractures with tracelengths ranging from 15 m to 70 m or more are shown in field maps

presented by Talbot and Munier (1989). The preliminary SITE-94 structural model for Aspo

(Appendix B) contains 28 extensive, discrete fractures with much longer tracelengths, which were

inferred by correlating and interpolating between borehole radar reflectors, fracture logs, and

surface lineaments. These observations are of interest for comparison with the present analysis, to

see if the upper end of the fracture size distribution is adequately represented.

A preliminary impression of the fracture size distribution is given by histograms of fracture

tracelength, as measured on the outcrops. As shown in Figure 2-21, the shapes of the tracelength
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distributions is roughly lognormal (as was noted by Ericsson, 1988), with a mode around 1 m.

Secondary peaks at 3 to 4 m length are seen in the distributions for fine-grained granite and

mylonite. These peaks seem to correspond to a few outcrops with heavily censored swarms of

fractures with traces longer than the outcrop width.

The following sections discuss the fitted models for each of the ISIS-defined fracture sets, in each

of the rock types represented in the outcrops. In most cases, the best fits are obtained with the

power-law model, which often give (visually) excellent matches to the high end of the tracelength

distribution, and fairly good matches to the lower end.

The lognormal form often give less good fits, in spite of the fact that it contains an additional

fitting parameter. Apparently the high percentage of shorter tracelengths can be matched only by

using a small mean and standard deviation of log re. However, with these parameters the

lognormal distribution contains too few large fractures to give the long tail that is usually seen in

the tracelength distribution. The exponential model gives the poorest fits, except in a few cases

where spikes in the tracelength distribution make all models more or less equally bad.

It will be noted that the goodness-of-fit statistics (K-S and %2) are generally poor, even for what

appear to be "visually" very good fits. Close inspection shows that these visually good fits are not

so good for tracelengths on the scale of decimeters. The reason is that all tracelength

measurements were rounded off to decimeters in the recorded data, which results in a stepped

cumulative density function. This rounding-off is not represented in the simulated sampling

module of the fitting program. There may also have been some inconsistency regarding the lower

censoring limit in the field, as suggested by the variation in minimum measured trace lengths

between outcrops.

These effects tend to make the shorter tracelengths difficult to fit, and result in poor goodness-of-

fit statistics, even when an excellent fit is obtained for the medium to long traces. These problems

could hopefully be reduced if (1) the censoring limits used in the outcrop mapping were

explicitly documented, and (2) either more precise measurements were made for the shorter

measured tracelengths, or (more practically) the estimation program were extended, to apply the

same rounding conventions as were used in the field.
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2.5.3.1 Smaland granite/granodiorite

For Smaland granite, fits are obtained for each of the four fracture sets identified by ISIS for

outcrop data (Figure 2-22).

For Set 1 (gently dipping) fractures, a power-law model with br = 3.00 gave the best fit for A £

0.6 m, and in particular gives an good fit to the upper tail.

For Set 2 (steeply dipping, WNW striking) fractures, the best fit is given by a power-law model

with br = 3.01. A lognormal model with ulogr = -1.06 and o logr = 0.5 is slightly less good, both in

terms of the K-S statistic and the fit to the upper tail. Neither fit is particularly good for the

longer tracelengths, suggesting that the effective value of br may decrease with increasing fracture

size.

For Set 3 (steeply dipping, NE trending) fractures, an excellent fit is obtained with a power-law

model and br - 2.74. This indicates a slightly slower decay of fracture intensity with increasing

size, in comparison with Set 1. In other words, in extrapolating to scales larger than the outcrops

one would expect to see an increasing intensity of NE-trending fractures, relative to the gently

dipping set

For Set 4 (steeply dipping, N-S trending) fractures, an excellent fit is obtained with a power-law

model and br - 2.55. This indicates a slightly slower decay of fracture intensity with increasing

size, in comparison with the first three sets. Thus one would expect the relative intensity of N-S

trending fractures to increase somewhat with increasing scale, relative to the first three sets. This

extrapolation is supported by the extensive fracture maps of Talbot and Munier (1989), showing

numerous N-S fractures up to 70 m long.

2.5.3.2 Aplite or fine-grained granite

For aplite, or fine-grained granite, poor fits are obtained for each of the three fracture sets

identified by ISIS for outcrop data (Figure 2-23). The histograms of A for all three of these sets

show spikes that represent clusters of relatively long traces, often censored. This behaviour

cannot, apparently, be reproduced by the present type of analysis, which is based on a model of

fracture size as being independent of fracture location.
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This implies that, in aplite, the larger fractures tend to occur in swarms. Tins is the case even

when (as in the present analysis) data from major fracture zones are excluded. A possible

explanation is that, as the aplite commonly occurs in dikes, different dikes may have distinctive

fracturing patterns. A thorough analysis of this behaviour was not possible, within the scope of

this study. The fits to simple models described below are mostly very rough. Implications of a

possibly more complicated fracturing pattern, in the aplite, are discussed in Section 2.5.4.

For Set 1 (gently dipping) fractures, the best simple model is a lognormal model with ulogr - -0.74

and o logr = 0.23. The fit is very poor for the longest tracelengths, and hence this model cannot be

trusted for fractures longer than about 2 m.

The Set 2 (NW trending, steeply dipping) fractures also show a spike in the tracelength

distribution. Despite this, reasonably good fits are obtained with a lognormal model (ulogr = -

0.44, ologr = 0.24) and a power-law model (br ~ 2.86).The lognormal model is marginally better in

terms of the K-S statistic, but the power-law model is preferred as it gives a better fit for the

longer traces.

Set 3 (NE trending, steeply dipping) fractures show two large spikes in the tracelengths around 3

m. In this case, all fitted models are about equally bad, and a lognormal model with ulog r = -0.20

and o logr = 0.53 is one of the least bad. An exponential model (with \xr ~ 4.45 m) is only slightly

worse in terms of the K-S statistic.

2.5.3.3 Greenstone

For the greenstone (Figure 2-24), the power-law model yields good fits for all three ISIS-identified

sets. For the Set 1 (WNW trending, steeply dipping) fractures, good fits were obtained for br -

3.00 and 3.28. For the Set 2 (N-S trending) fractures, the best fit is given by br = 2.55. For Set 3

(ENE trending, steeply dipping) fractures, all three models (lognormal, exponential, and power-

law) give roughly equally good fits. The power-law model with br = 2.63 is slightly superior to the

exponential model with ur = 0.87 m, in terms of the combined K-S and x statistics.
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2.5.4 Variability

The present analysis assumes that / r ( O *s statistically homogeneous within each rock type, when

major fracture zones are excluded. If fr(re) *s heterogeneous, within a given rock type, this would

lead to increased heterogeneity in the connectivity of the rock mass.

The trace-length data for aplite do show lateral variability that cannot be explained in terms of

any of the simple, homogeneous models iorfr(r^). It is speculated that this variability could be

due to distinctive fracturing patterns in different aplite dikes, controlled by the dike orientation

and thickness. During a site visit, the senior author observed a 1.5 m aplite dike in the Laxemar

area, close to Aspo, which was transected by two conjugate sets of uniformly spaced, parallel

fractures, each of which spanned the thickness of the dike, and terminated 20 cm or less into the

host rock.

A realistic treatment of the fracture pattern for aplite, in a DFN model, might require first that a

model be formulated for the geometry and occurrence of aplite dikes, and secondly that the

fracturing within these dikes be characterized in relation to the dike orientation and thickness.

Uniformly spaced, through-going fractures, of the type just described, could well cause individual

dikes to behave as relatively homogeneous, planar aquifers. In the analysis of packer test data for

SITE-94 (Geier et al., 1996a), it was noted that several of the high-transmissivity test sections in

aplite display nearly cylindrical flow geometries, for investigation radii of tens of meters.

Depending upon the variability of the fracturing within individual dikes, it might be adequate to

treat the aplite dikes simply as large-scale, discrete, transmissive features.

2.5.5 Uncertainty and variability

The main types of uncertainty that arise in the estimation of the fracture size distribution, fr(rt),

are:

• Parameter uncertainty regarding values of the estimated statistics br or ulogr and

• Uncertainty due to spatial variability of fr(re).

Uncertainty in the parameter estimates arises from (1) the statistical nature of estimation, (2)

sampling bias due to the specifics of the exploration program, and (3) data censoring issues.
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Confidence intervals for the fitted parameters of fr(re) have not been calculated (as could be

done, e.g. by jackknifing methods), but inspection of the cases where multiple fits were obtained

suggests that a variation of about 0.1 to 0.2 in the power-law exponent will still give a comparably

good fit.

Sampling bias could arise from various factors related to the layout of the sampling program.

Non-equidimensional outcrops, in combination with a correlation between size and orientation,

could cause bias toward a certain portion of the size distribution. Such effects are hopefully

minimized by analyzing each of the fracture sets separately, as has been done here. Natural

selection of outcrops by erosional processes, which would tend to leave the more sparsely

fractured rock elevated and exposed, might bias the sample toward longer trace lengths. The

effort that was made at Aspo, to map along cleaned trenches transecting the island, should have

minimized this type of bias.

Data censoring inevitably occurs for the high end of the size distribution, as truncation of

fracture traces. The documentation of one-ended and two-ended truncations, as was done in the

mapping at Aspo, allows corrections to be made for this type of censoring. However, any

correction for truncation must depend upon an assumption as to the form of the upper tail of

the estimated fr(re), beyond the scale of the outcrop. The observations of very long fractures,

beyond the outcrop scale on Aspo (Talbot and Munier, 1989; Tiren et al.s 1996) are invaluable for

the information, albeit nonsystematic, that they provide concerning the existence of fractures

beyond the scale of the trench mapping.

Data censoring may also occur for the lower end of the size distributions, due to a human

tendency to overlook small fractures, close to the censoring threshold A,,̂ . Unfortunately A,^

was not explicitly specified for each outcrop in the Aspo mapping, and must be inferred from

the minimum recorded A. If a value of X^ was in fact not applied systematically, the observed

/X(A) may be incorrectly skewed toward larger tracelengths. This would result in underestimation

of the power-law exponent br

Spatial variability in/ r (O may be a significant source of uncertainty. Since no subsurface trace-

length data are available, f£re) can only be estimated from surface data, sampled half a kilometer

above the repository horizon. If the present-day fracture system is viewed as having been
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significantly modified during the most recent episodes of fault reactivation, when these rocks

were near surface, a modest gradient in fr(re) might exist with depth.

Lateral variability in fr(re) is reasonably well accounted for in the fracture mapping of Aspo, by

the extensiveness of the mapped area. However, within the present study, the trace-length data

have not been analyzed for spatial variability. Thus that component of uncertainty that is due to

local deviations from the site average has not been quantified. The degree of spatial variability,

within a given rock type, could well be on the same order as the variability among rock types.
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2.6 Conductive fracture intensity

Conductive fracture intensity, -P32c, is defined as the total area of conductive (i.e.t significantly

transmissive) fractures, per unit volume of rock If the conductance probability Pc (as defined in

Section 2.3.2) is assumed to be independent of fracture size, then P32c = P32 Pc, where P32 is the

ordinary, volumetric fracture intensity.

Simulations of 3-D DFN models are usually generated using either -P32c or P3Oct the number of

fractures per unit volume, to control the number of fractures in the realization. P3Oc is related

directly to P32c by the proportionality Pi2c - A Pi2, where A is the mean fracture area, It. the

expected value of 7ire
2.

This section describes the calculation of P32c and P3Oc, for each of the ISIS-defined fracture sets,

based on the estimated conductive fracture frequencies.

2.6.1 Data utilized in analysis

The data used in calculating P32c are as follows:

• Estimated conductive fracture frequencies Pllc for each of the major rock types, as given
in Section 2.3.3.3.

• Estimated relative intensities Rt for the fracture sets as defined in Section 2.4.

2.6.2 Analysis procedures

The ISIS analysis as described in Section 2.4 and Appendix D gives the relative intensity, Rp of

each fracture set, it in a given rock type. From the analysis of transmissivity data, as described in

Section 2.2, an estimate is obtained of the total conductive fracture frequency, Pllc (fractures per

m), in boreholes penetrating that rock type. The conductive

To convert the Pllc and Rt estimates into volumetric, conductive fracture intensities for each

fracture set / = 1, 2,.... Ns the first step is to evaluate the geometric constant C:
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r

where PUc and P32c denote the conductive frequency and volumetric conductive intensity,

respectively, of the z'th fracture set by itself

The constant C, is estimated in Monte Carlo fashion for each fracture set, using FracMan. Ten

realizations are generated of each fracture set for each of four different P32c , using the bootstrap

sampling of the corresponding, Terzaghi-corrected orientation datasets. The simulated fracture

networks are sampled along vertical boreholes to determine the mean conductive fracture

frequency PUc associated with each value of Pi2c . A least-squares linear regression is then

performed on the p.. - P,. pairs to determine C.

Given estimates of the C;, the PJ2a can be calculated as follows. By definition:

and hence:

P32c(i) ~ RtP12c

N. N. N.

Thus:

N,
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2.6.3 Estimates of conductive fracture intensity

Estimates of P32^,y calculated as described above, are given in Table 2.4.

Table 2.4. Conductive fracture intensities for Aspo fracture sets

Rock Type

P32d ( m Vm 3 )

P32c2 ( m Vm 3 )

P32c3 ( m Vm 3 )

P32c4 (mVm3)

Fine-grained

granite

0.361

0.526

0.179

N/A

Smaland

granite

0.159

0.086

0.082

0.100

Aspo

granodiorite

0.314

0.163

0.138

0.184

Greenstone

0.275

0.531

0.498

N/A

2.6.4 Variability and uncertainty

The proportionality between 1-D and 3-D intensity measures, as used in the analysis above,

would be spatially invariant only if the fracture orientation distribution were homogeneous, and

conductive fracture intensity were uniform (for suitably defined averaging scales) across the site,

for a given rock type. The spatial invariance of this proportionality has been assumed in order to

make the analysis tractable. Variability of the fracture population introduces errors into the site-

average, expected values of P32c(0.

These errors are presumably of a lesser order than the uncertainty in the local values of P32c(/) near

the hypothetical repository, which arises from the same variability. Other sources of uncertainty

for conductive fracture frequency include sampling bias due to the layout of the exploration

program, and propagation of uncertainty in the parameters Pllc and Rr
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2.7 Fracture storativity

Fracture storativity is defined in the present study as the effective, average storativity of a single

fracture, for transient, cross-fracture flow in a fracture network, i.e. the effective value of S^in the

two-dimensional flow equation:

where q is a source term with dimensions of L/T.

In the present study, an estimate of fracture storativity and its variability is needed for

constructing the packer-test simulations, which are performed as a partial validation of the

repository-scale DFN models (Section 3). Otherwise, information on Sf is not required for steady-

state simulations of flow using DFN models, such as those that were performed to estimate near-

field and far-field radionuclide transport parameters for SITE-94 (Nordqvist et al, 1995; Geier,

2.7.1 Data utilized in analysis

The analysis of Sj, and its relationship to 7}, is based upon cross-hole estimates of storativity and

transmissivity from tests at two sites in granitic rock:

Test LPT2 on Aspo (Table 5.1 of Andersson, 1991).

• Cross-hole tests at Stripa (Table 6.7 of Ball et aL, 1991).

The Stripa data were included in the analysis, as generic data, because the cross-hole test data

from Aspo represent only the upper end of the transmissivity scale. The Stripa data, in contrast,

consist of results from tests in moderately tight to tight rock.
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2.7.2 Analysis

The correlation between cross-hole storativity and transmissivity estimates Sxh and Txh is

evaluated by log-linear regression. This yields the relationship:

where Txh is in m / s , and .S^ is dimensionless. Thus Sxh is found to be roughly proportional to

Txh. However, as seen in Figure 2-25, there is about a two-order-of-magnitude scatter in the data

about the regression line, which is substantial given that the data span only about 4 orders of

magnitude.

For the purposes of this study, it is assumed that the above Sxh-Txh relationship is representative

of the single-fracture, Sj-Tf relationship.

2.7.3 Variability and uncertainty

The main types of uncertainty that arise in the estimation of the Sf-Tf relationship include:

• Conceptual uncertainty regarding the concept of single-fracture storativity, and the

relationship between the single-fracture properties and the estimates from cross-hole tests.

• Parameter uncertainty regarding the estimated correlation of Sf~Tj.

• Uncertainty due to spatial variability of Sf and Tj- themselves, and of the relationship

between these properties.

The concept of fracture storativity itself is not fully established. Use of a constant coefficient *Sy

in the equation for flow within a single fracture amounts to an implicit assumption that the net

compressibility of the fracture (water compressibility plus fracture deformability and infilling

pore compressibility) is constant with respect to head, and is unaffected by interactions with

neighboring fractures.
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For a fracture without infilling, the storativity may be expressed as (Doe and Osnes, 1985):

1sr = b C
m w K

n

where pH, is water density of water, bm is the (average) mechanical aperture, Cw is the

compressibility of water, and Kn is the joint normal stiffness. From an extensive body of

empirical data on joint deformability (see Bandis et al.t 1983) it is clear that Kn is not a constant

for a given joint, but rather increases with the effective stress normal to the joint. For the

moderate head changes of 20 m used in the single-hole packer testing (on 3 m intervals) at Aspo,

the nonlinearity is presumably negligible. For higher head differences, such as were used in the

cross-hole testing program at Aspo, nonlinear effects and fracture interactions might be of

marginal significance.

A greater conceptual uncertainty arises in relating single-fracture storativity to the cross-hole

estimates, which are interpretations of the aggregate response of fracture networks. Thus Sxh and

Txh represent some unknown convolution of the Sf and 7} for individual fractures, within the

networks affected by the cross-hole test. The variability of the Tf -Sf relationship for single

fractures may well be greater than that of the Sxh -Txh relationship for fracture networks.

Uncertainty in the estimation of Sxh and Txh themselves may introduce parameter uncertainty in

the Tf -Sf relationship. Andersson et al (1991) and Ball et al (1991) did not give error bounds for

their estimates of Sxh and Txh, but inspection of their type-curve fits suggests that the uncertainty

in the fits is about an order of magnitude. Due to the nature of type-curve fitting, errors in Sxh

and Txh tend to be positively correlated (ie.t the principal uncertainty in the type-curve match is

the position of the type curve along a tangent to the data). Hence the effects of this uncertainty

may be to exaggerate the apparent correlation between Sxh and Txh, rather than to increase the

apparent variability of the relationship.

Spatial variability of Sf and ^introduces uncertainty in the estimated TfSf relationship, due to

network effects as noted above. The relationship of Sf to 7} may also be spatially variable. For

instance, due to increasing stress with depth, and the nonlinear relation of fracture stiffness to

fracture closure (Bandis et al, 1983), the 7} -Sf relationship could well change with depth.
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Additional uncertainty is introduced by the use of generic data. The 7} -Sf relationship for the

Stripa site could well be different from that for Aspo, due to differences in the mechanical

properties of the rock, and of the fractures themselves, occurring at the two sites. The properties

and morphology of fracture infilling, in particular, may strongly affect the relationship between

joint stiffness and transmissivity.
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2.8 Fracture transport aperture

Fracture transport aperture is defined herein as the effective aperture of a single fracture for

nonsorptive solute transport. More specifically, the transport aperture bT is defined in terms of

the ratio of flux density 7}V/? to fluid (pore) velocity u within a fracture:

ubT = TfVh

In the DFN model, the above definition is used to calculate advective velocity within each

element of a fracture, based upon the fracture transmissivity and the calculated head field.

2.8.1 Data utilized in analysis

An empirical relationship between bT and hydraulic aperture bh is adopted from an earlier study

(Geier et aL, 1992), in which in situ, single-fracture data from a literature survey were analyzed by

log-linear regression. The following sources of single-fracture data are represented in the

regression analysis:

• Measurements of bh and average mechanical aperture, bm in fractures in Stripa granite

(Abelin et aL, 1990).

• Estimates of bT and bh from tracer migration experiments over distances of 5 to 10 m in a

single fracture in the Stripa mine (Abelin et aL, 1985).

• Estimates of bT and bh from tracer tests conducted by SKB at Studsvik and Finnsjon, as

cited by Gelhar (1987).

• Estimates of bT and bh from tracer tests in a single fracture in monzonitic gneiss at the

Chalk River site in Canada (Novakowski et aL, 1987).

• Estimates of b r and bh from radially convergent tracer tests in a high-transmissivity (7}

>10 m /s) fracture in dolomite, over a scale of about 20 m (Shapiro, 1988).

Inclusion of the bOT estimates of Abelin et al (1990) is based on the assumption that bT is

essentially determined by the pore volume within a fracture. These estimates were produced by

photography in boreholes drilled along fracture planes. The cross-sectional areas of infilling and
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void space were measured on photographs for 5 cm sections of the fractures, and the average bm

for each section was calculated as the void area divided by the length.

The original sources for the Studsvik and Finnsjon data, as cited by Gelhar (1987), are: Klockars

and Persson (1981, 1982) for the Studsvik test, and Gustafsson and Klockars (1981, 1984) for the

Finnsjon test The test zone at Studsvik included four fractures; the transport aperture estimates

are based on an assumption that flow was equally divided among the four fractures (Gelhar,

1987).

The applicability of the results of Shapiro (1988), for the present study, is somewhat doubtful,

since the studied fracture was located within carbonate rock, which would in general have a

much higher matrix permeability than the granitic rock at Aspo. On the other hand, considering

the very high transmissivity of this fracture, it is doubtful that the secondary, matrix porosity has

a very great effect A second objection might be that the nature of aperture variation within a

fracture in dolomite could differ from that within granitic fractures. In any case, the inclusion of

these data in the analysis is of minor consequence, since the log-linear relationship is constrained

primarily, over the range of interest, by the data from other sources.

2.8.2 Results of analysis

An empirical model based on the limited data from single-fracture tests was produced by Geier et

al. (1992), by linear regression with respect to the variables log bh vs. bvlbhi where bv is "void

aperture" representing either the bT or bm estimates. The fitted model is expressed in units of

microns as:

with a regression coefficient r2 - 0.78. Figure 2-26 compares this model with the data that were

listed in the previous section. The circles in the plot represent bT values estimated from tracer

tests. The diamonds represent the bm estimates from fracture profiles by Abelin et aL (1990). The

agreement between data and model is best for moderate to high bh. For very low bh,

corresponding to Tf < 10 m / s , the correlation between bv and bh becomes increasingly rough.
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This divergence is of little practical consequence, since fractures of such low 7} are generally

omitted from simulations of the SITE-94 discrete-feature model (Geier, 1996ab). However, it

should be noted that die quantity of data that provides the basis for this relationship is very

small.

Assuming an equivalence between bT and bvi the above relationship is expressed in units of

meters as:

bT[m] = 1 J

This equation, together with the definition of hydraulic aperture as given in Section 2.3, has been

used to relate fracture transport aperture to fracture transmissivity, in transport simulations for

SITE-94.

2.8.3 Variability and uncertainty

From Figure 2-26 it is apparent that the relationship between bT and bh is quite variable between

fractures, particularly for the lower-£A fractures. For the relatively tight fractures, deviations from

the regression model of up to a factor of 10 in bT are seen for individual fractures. For

moderately transmissive fractures, deviations are generally less than a factor of two.

Since the fitted relationship is based entirely on generic data, its applicability to the Aspo site is

speculative. The effective relationship for the Aspo could differ from that for the other sites.

However, experiments in moderately transmissive fractures at the different sites represented in

Figure 2-26 generally agree within less than half an order of magnitude. Hence it can be expected

that the error in bT, that is introduced by applying this relationship to Aspo, is on the order of a

factor of two.

For crushed zones and breccia-filled fractures, which comprise a small, but possibly

hydrologically significant fraction of the discrete conductors at Aspo, the relationship of porosity

to transmissivity is likely to be extremely variable. Clearly bT for a breccia-filled fracture is likely

to be greater than for a simple fracture with the same bh. The empirical model for bT) as given

above, will likely lead to underestimates of flow porosity and overestimates of advective velocities
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in breccia-filled fractures.

Conceptual uncertainty regarding the relationship between bT and bh is substantial, as evidenced

by the fact that several alternative models have been employed in the literature. The simplest of

these is an assumption that bT and bh are equal. However, from Figure 2-26 it is apparent that bT

typically exceeds bhi by a factor of about ten for moderately transmissive fractures. Hence this

assumption would likely lead to an order-of-magnitude overestimation of advective velocities

within the repository.

An empirical relationship between mechanical and hydraulic aperture has been developed by

Bandis et al (1983). This relationship, which depends on the joint roughness coefficient (JRC),

gives an adequate match to the tracer data in Figure 2-26, when relatively high values of JRC are

used, and fracture coating porosity is taken into account for tight fractures (see Geier et aly 1992).

Gelhar (1987) developed a theoretical model for bT as a function of bhi based on a stochastic,

second-moment analysis of 1-D solute transport in a fracture with lognormally distributed

mechanical aperture. This model requires knowledge of o^^, the standard deviation of the

natural log of mechanical aperture, which is likely to be variable between fractures. The

distribution of this parameter may be site-specific. A problem with this theoretical model is that,

as a 1-D model, it neglects 2-D effects within the fracture plane.

Such effects are represented within stochastic, variable-aperture models such as presented by

Tsang and Tsang (1987), in which the effect of mechanical-aperture variation on transport within

single fractures is modelled explicitly. Contrasting, effective values of bT and bh result from the

2-D variability of mechanical aperture. Various models (geostatistical, fractal, etc) for intra-

fracture variation of mechanical aperture have been advanced in the literature, based on e.g.

detailed measurements of fracture surfaces and/or casts of fractures.

In some cases, the models for aperture variation within single fractures lead to predictions of

highly channelized fractures, which are poorly characterized by single values of bT and bh.

Instead, transport through such fractures can be modelled using variable-aperture fracture

network models (e.g. Nordqvist et aLt 1992), in which aperture variation is represented explicitly

within each individual fracture. This type of model has been used for small scales within SITE-

94, to produce flow porosity and wetted surface estimates for the rock mass within the repository
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(Nordqvist, 1995). However, due to the fact that this approach requires a fine discretization of

each individual fracture, it was not practical for use within the integrated, site-scale discrete-

feature model for SITE-94 (Geier, 1996ab).
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2.9 Summary of fracture statistical models

2.9.1 Compilation of derived properties for fracture sets

Discrete fracture network (DFN) models have been derived for the repository scale as described in

preceding sections. Each Aspo rock type is described in terms of three or four fracture sets, with

the location, size, orientation and transmissivity distributions as listed in Table 2.5.

2.9.2 Uncertainty

Apart from uncertainty regarding specific fracture properties, as discussed in the preceding

sections (2.1-2.8), uncertainty exists apropos the fracture system, as a whole. In this respect, the

categories of uncertainty that may be discussed include:

• Conceptual uncertainty, ie. uncertainty regarding the appropriateness of the conceptual

models that provide the basis for the statistical derivation of the fracture models.

• Scenario uncertainty, ie. uncertainty regarding the temporal variability of the fracture

system.

The conceptual uncertainty for fracture statistical models should, in general, be seen as high. The

types of statistical models employed here are best described as descriptive, rather than genetic (ie.s

based directly on an understanding of fracture genesis). Current research on the development of

fracture populations, based on fundamental principles of fracture mechanics (e.g., Renshaw,

1992), may eventually furnish genetic arguments for particular models, for relatively simple

deformation histories. For rock such as that at Aspo, which has undergone multiple episodes of

brittle deformation, fracture models will most likely continue to be descriptive rather than

genetic, for the foreseeable future. This conceptual uncertainty contributes to uncertainty

concerning the interrelationships among fracture properties, particularly the relationship of

fracture-network connectivity to the descriptive statistics.
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Table 2.5. Summary of preliminary models for fracturing in the rock mass excluding fracture zones.

Fracture Set

All

1

2

3

4

Rock Type

Model

Location i

Transmissivity

Mm /S) :
OT(m2/s)

Storativity

Transport aperture

Intensity P32c (mVm3)

Fracture size

Orientation
2 3

Intensity P32c (m / m )

Fracture size
distribution

Orientation
2 3

Intensity P32c (m / m )

Fracture size
distribution

; Orientation

j Intensity P32c (m
2/m3)

i Fracture size
j distribution

; Orientation

Fine-grained •
granite

Levy-Lee
2.08
0.541

Lognormal
1.42E-07
2.00E-06

Correlated to

Correlated to

0.339

Lognormal
fxT = 0.209 m
Or = 0.119 m

bootstrap

0.526

Power Law
br = 3.00 m

bootstrap

0.179

Lognormal
/ur ~ 1.32 m
Or *= 2.46 m

• bootstrap

Smaland ;
granite i

Levy-Lee i
2.14 !
0.228 I

Lognormal
1.81E-06 |
3.26E-04 ;

transmissivity

Aspo
granodiorite

Levy-Lee
2.23
0.452

Lognormal
4.48E-08
6.33E-07

Greenstone

Levy-Lee
2.5
0.331

Lognormal
8.56E-09
7.28E-O8

lydraulic aperture/transmissivity

0.159

Power Law
br = 3.00 m

bootstrap

0.086

Power Law
br = 3.01 m

bootstrap

0.082

Power Law
br = 2.74 m

! bootstrap

| 0.100

| Power Law
i br = 2.55 m

i bootstrap

0.314

Power Law
br = 3.00 m

bootstrap

0.163

Power Law
br = 3.01 m

bootstrap

0.138

Power Law
br - 2.74 m

bootstrap

0.184

Power Law
' br = 2.55 m

bootstrap

0.275

Power Law
br = 3.28 m

bootstrap

0.531

Power Law
br = 2.55 m

bootstrap

0.498

Power Law
br = 2.63 m

bootstrap
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The possibility of temporal variation in the fracture population has been neglected in the

preceding analysis, but several processes can be discussed that would alter the fracture system over

time. On a geologic or climatic time scale, the fracture system may be regarded as dynamic rather

than static, with changes in the geometry and hydrologic properties of the fractures. Long-term

processes, include neotectonism and geochemical variability, (speculatively) could alter the

hydrologic behaviour of the fracture system . On a shorter time scale, mechanical and

geochemical disturbances due to repository construction could be expected to have a more

profound effect on the connectivity and conductivity of the fracture system.

Neotectonic events in the Aspo vicinity have been suggested, although efforts to date the latest

movements on fault scarps have been inconclusive (Talbot and Munier, 1989). Over the design

life of a repository, the impact of a few neotectonic events on the statistics of the fracture system

would most likely be negligible. The most significant effects, if any, would be in the immediate

near field, if a neotectonic event resulted in the extension and/or dilation of fractures in the

immediate vicinity of a deposition hole. Within SITE-94, an analysis of the mechanical stability

of the near-field rock has been carried out (Shen and Stephansson, 1996ab), taking into account

the effects of glacial loading in combination with the current tectonic regime. Within the present

study, no attempt has been made to evaluate the consequences of mechanical instability.

Long-term changes in groundwater geochemistry, due to climatic variations, could affect the

hydrologic properties of the fracture network due to dissolution and/or precipitation of infilling

minerals, e.g. calcite. The most likely effect would be a gradual shift in the overall fracture

transmissivity distribution, fT (7}). Due to the unequal distribution of infilling types with respect

to fracture orientation (see Section 2.4), the fT(Tf) for particular fracture sets could be affected

differently.

On a shorter time scale, alteration of the repository-scale fracture system will certainly occur due

to the mechanical disturbances associated with repository construction. The net effect of this

alteration is presumed to be describable in terms of a "disturbed rock zone" (DRZ) around the

repository tunnels and deposition holes. The nature of the DRZ, and its likely role in repository

performance, has been reviewed by Winberg (1991). The significance of the DRZ for radionuclide

transport has been evaluated as a scenario calculation within SITE-94 (Geier, 1996b), using a

geometrically simplified, discrete-feature model for the DRZ. No attempt has been made, in the
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present study, to derive an explicit DFN model for the DRZ.

The repository will also introduce a transient geochemical disturbance due to contact between

repository-level waters and the atmosphere during repository construction and operation. The

dissolution, precipitation, and/or alteration of fracture infilling minerals that results from this

disturbance could, at least temporarily, affect the local / r (7} ) of the fracture system. Within

SITE-94, an effort has been made to characterize the effects of repository construction on fracture

mineral (infilling) volumes (Glynn and Voss, 1996). However, the influence of these effects on the

fracture system hydrology has not been evaluated in the present study.
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3 Validation of the fracture models

In the present study, statistical DFN models have been partially validated by simulation of single-

hole packer tests. The goal of this exercise is to confirm that the system (network) behavior of the

derived, DFN models is consistent with the system behavior of the actual fracture system.

The validation exercise is based on numerical simulations of constant-pressure packer tests,

within stochastic realizations of the DFN models. The simulated packer tests are patterned after

the extensive program of constant-head tests on 3 m intervals that was conducted as part of the

site investigation for Aspo (Nilsson, 1989; Nilsson, 1990).

The transient-flow responses in the simulated and actual packer tests are compared in terms of

the interpreted transmissivity (TGRJ^ and flow dimension (DF) estimates, obtained by analysis using

the generalized radial flow (GRF) method for constant-pressure tests (Barker, 1988; Doe and

Geier, 1990). GRF interpretations for the actual tests were previously produced by Golder

Associates for SITE-94 (Geier et al 1996a). In the present study, GRF interpretations are

performed only for the simulated tests.

The validity of each DFN model is assessed in a statistical sense, by comparing the distributions

of interpreted TGRP and Dp for actual and simulated tests. The comparison is performed using the

DFN models for two rock types (excluding fracture zones), Sm£land granite and Aspo

granodiorite, as given in Table 2.5. Based upon inspection of core data as presented by Stanfors et

al (1991), these are the predominant rock types in the vicinity of the hypothetical repository. For

the granodiorite, results are presented for two different types of DFN models, to illustrate the

hydrologic effects of fracture clustering.
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3.1 Simulations of packer tests

Packer-test simulations have been performed for the Aspo granodiorite and Smaland granite,

which are the rock types of primary concern for the near field. For each of these rock types, both

a primary model and a variational case have been investigated.

The variational case for Aspo granodiorite (PSF) considers the effects of a more uniform (less

strongly clustered) fracture population on repository-scale hydrologic behaviour. This is done by

using a Poisson process in the variant, in place of the Levy-Lee process that is used for the

primary model.

The variational case for Smaland granite has been tested in an attempt to improve the match

between simulated and actual tests, and thus represents a calibration effort. In the second model

for this rock type, the standard deviation of log transmissivity, o logr /, has been reduced from 1.4

to 1.25.

For the two rock types of lesser occurrence, aplite and greenstone, the smaller fracture sizes and

higher intensities caused problems in preliminary efforts at finite-element mesh generation.

Although tractable meshes for the minor rock types could presumably be produced by increasing

the truncation limit for fracture size, this has not been pursued further.

The following subsections describe the model set-up and assumptions for the simulations of

constant-pressure packer tests, based on the suite of tests performed for 3 m section lengths on

Aspo.

3.1.1 Boundary configuration

Flow simulations are performed within a 40 m cubical domain, penetrated by a vertical borehole

through its center (Fig 3-1). This configuration gives a minimum distance of 20 m from the

borehole to the outer boundary, which is more than twice the estimated radii of investigation,

for the actual packer tests (Geier et aL, 1996a).

The central borehole is approximated by an octagonal prism, with a distance between opposing

faces equal to the nominal diameter of the Aspo boreholes. The middle portion of the borehole is

partitioned into four packer sections, each 3 m in length, with a i m spacing between intervals.
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The 11.5 m sections on either end of the borehole are not used for simulations, to avoid or at

least minimize edge effects due to the proximity of the outer boundary.

The 3 m section length is equal to the nominal section length for die actual tests. The spacing

between sections is equal to the nominal packer length for the actual tests. The "packer"

configuration for the simulations differs slightly from that in the actual tests, in which the entire

borehole length was tested by moving the packers along the borehole; in the simulations, the

positions of the "packers" are fixed.

3.1.2 Boundary conditions

Boundary conditions for the packer-test simulations are imposed as summarized in Table 3.1. In

flow simulations using the FracMan/MAFIC package, boundary conditions are imposed on the

line segments of intersection between discrete fractures and the planar faces of the internal and

external boundaries.

The initial condition at time / = 0 is h - 0 everywhere within the DFN, i.e. it is assumed that the

(relative) head is initially uniform throughout the domain of the model. The constant-head

condition at the outer boundary amounts to an assumption that the head perturbation on the

boundary, due to the packer test, will be negligible.

The duration of each simulated packer test is 10 minutes, which was the nominal duration of the

actual tests. The head differential of 20 m is applied instantaneously to the "active" section, at t -

0. This situation represents an ideal constant-pressure test, for which there is zero wellbore storage

for / > 0.

The inactive packer sections, in a given simulation, are modelled as "guard" zones, with zero net

inflow or outflow. Using MAFIC, this boundary condition is imposed as a requirement that the

sum of all nodal fluxes be zero, for the boundary group corresponding to a given, inactive

section. Wellbore storage effects were not accounted for in the guard zones.

Solutions for heads and flux within the DFN realizations are calculated at ten time steps, spaced

approximately logarithmically:

/ = 1, 2, 4, 10, 20, 40, 100, 200, 400, and 600 s
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This choice of time steps provides for stable transient solutions, by the backward-difference

scheme in MAFIC, and is close to optimal for GRF analysis by logarithmic type-curve fitting. For

the actual tests, head and flow data were sampled for a much larger number of timesteps, which

were nonuniformly spaced on a logarithmic scale. Minor differences in GRF interpretations

might result from logarithmically uniform versus logarithmically nonuniform sampling

intervals.

3.1.3 Fracture network and mesh generation

For each of the DFN models tested, ten realizations of the fracture population are generated

within a 42 m cubical domain, using FracMan. Since this generation domain is only slightly

larger than the simulation domain, some reduction in the expected value of fracture intensity,

due to edge effects, may be present for the outermost portions of the simulation domain. This

effect is most likely negligible for points more than a few meters from the boundary, since, for

the simulated distributions of fracture size, the mean effective radius is in general less than 3 m.

The fracture size distributions are truncated, so that fractures are simulated only for the range:

1.0 m <. re <. 25 m

Since the maximum fracture diameter (twice the maximum radius) is larger than the simulation

domain, the upper bound does not affect the simulations. Implications of the lower bound are

discussed below in Section 3.1.4.

Each realization of the DFN model is transformed, in combination with the boundary geometry,

into a triangular, finite-element mesh, using the FracMan/MAFIC module MeshMonster.

Fractures that extended outside of the 40 m modelling domain are clipped (truncated) at the

outer boundary. Four packer-test simulations - one for each packer section - are run for each

realization. Boundary conditions (see Table 3.1) are set for each simulation using the EdMesh

utility, before running MAFIC to obtain the transient solution.
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Table 3.1. Boundary conditions for simulated packer tests

Boundary

Outer boundaries of model

Active packer interval

Inactive packer intervals

Boundary Condition Type

Constant Head

Constant Head

Group Flux

Value

Om

20 m

0m 3 /s

3.1.4 Practical and conceptual limitations of the method

The simulations of packer tests differ from the situation for the actual tests in several respects

which could affect the comparison between actual and simulated responses. Firstly, the relatively

simple conceptual models that have been adopted, for the fracture system and its hydrologic

properties, may constrain the range of effective flow dimensions for the simulated system.

Secondly, the truncation limits for stochastic fracture generation, which are adopted for the sake

of practicality, lead to limits on the resolution and verisimilitude of the simulated tests. Thirdly,

the simplified representation of the hydrologic test conditions, for the simulated tests relative to

the actual tests, could lead to various types of bias. These practical and conceptual limitations are

discussed in the paragraphs that follow.

Several conceptual simplifications in the DFN models, regarding the detailed hydrologic

properties of the fracture network, may be of increased importance for modelling localized

disturbances such as packer tests. Fracture channelization (i.e. aperture variability), which has not

been explicitly accounted for, could be expected to increase the variability of DF and, to some

extent, TGRP relative to the variability produced by the DFN simulations. Deviations from the

assumption of fracture planarity could affect network connectivity, and hence the predicted flow

dimensions, on a local scale. A coupling between fracture storativity and transmissivity, which is

not accounted for in the DFN model, could affect the early-time response in the actual packer

tests, leading to minor bias in the interpreted Dp estimates, relative to those obtained from

simulated tests. Of these effects, aperture variability is probably the most significant

The consequences of truncating the fracture size distribution^.^), which is necessary to keep the

number of fractures per realization within practical limits, could include (1) a reduced percentage

of conductive sections, and/or (2) a reduced connectivity in the fracture network, which would
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be expressed as reduced values of TGRF and DF for the simulated tests. An explicit evaluation of

these effects was not possible within the scope of this study. However, as the probability of a

fracture intersecting a borehole is proportional to re
2, the contribution of the smaller fractures to

conductive frequency and connectivity should diminish rapidly with decreasing re.

Finally, the simplified initial conditions and boundary conditions in the simulated tests should

be recognized as possible sources of discrepancy between the simulated and actual tests. Particular

simplifications, which are discussed in the following paragraphs, include assumptions

concerning (1) pressure variations and wellbore storage; (2) pressure history effects, (3) skin

effects, and (4) boundary effects. The significance of these effects is to reduce the degree to which

the simulated and actual tests are directly comparable.

Pressure variations have been treated as negligible during the simulated constant-pressure tests.

For the actual tests, on the other hand, a finite interval of time (occasionally as long as 30 s) was

needed to attain the specified head differential. Both wellbore storage and hose storage effects

may have been significant in some instances, as discussed by Geier et dL (1996a). Insofar as these

effects have not been accounted for in the GRF analysis of the actual tests, the comparison

between simulated and actual tests will be affected.

Pressure history effects, in some of the actual tests, may have caused significant deviations from

uniform head in the rock, which was the assumed initial condition for the simulated tests.

Nonuniform heads in the rock adjacent to a packer section may result from, e.g. residual effects

of preceding tests in adjacent sections, or pressurization of a section due to swabbing effects or

packer inflation. Such effects are, in practice, mitigated by allowing time for approximate

equilibration prior to starting a test. Simulation of such effects would require much more

complex simulations, plus detailed information concerning the pressure history for each

individual test.

Skin effects may have occurred in the boreholes due to causes such as plugging by drilling fines,

and/or swelling or outwashing of fracture filling material by drilling water. Dynamic skin effects,

due to e.g. disruption of fracture fillings during the tests themselves, may also have occurred. The

simulated tests did not include a representation of skin effects, primarily due to the current,

limited understanding of skin effects in fractured crystalline rock-
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Boundary effects may have differed between the simulations and the actual tests. The influence of

the outer boundary in the simulations is probably negligible, due to its being considerably greater

than the estimated radius of investigation, in general.

The effects of the inner boundary (ie. the inactive sections of the wellbore) may be of greater

concern. The packer configuration for the simulated tests differs from that for the actual tests,

for practical reasons in the modelling. In the actual tests, a two-packer assembly was used, and

the portions of the borehole above and below the packed-off section were not subdivided into

guard zones by additional packers. The errors introduced by this modification are probably

minor, since strong, constant-pressure boundary effects, such as would be expected for a strong

connection between the test section and the adjacent borehole, are not generally discernible in the

transient data from actual tests.
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3.2 Evaluation of simulated transient responses

The transient flow responses for the simulated tests are analyzed by following the same

procedures as for the GRF interpretation of packer tests from the site (Geier et al.t 1996a). Figure

3-2 shows examples of the transient flow responses for the simulated test, and the GRF type

curves that were fitted using the Golder Associates program MatchPoint. The GRF analysis yields

estimates o(DF and TGRP for each simulated test
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3.3 Comparisons of simulations with actual packer tests

The distribution of estimates of DF and TGRF for the simulated tests were compared with the

corresponding distribution for the actual tests, in several ways. First, scatter plots of the two

datasets were compared by inspection. Next, the univariate distributions of DF and TGRF were

compared using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Lastly, a bivariate statistical comparison was made

between the simulated and actual datasets.

Figures 3-3 and 3-4 show scatter plots of the interpreted transmissivities and flow dimensions for

each rock type and model. These may be compared with the corresponding scatter plots for the

actual tests (Figure 3-5).

For the granodiorite (Levy-Lee model), the simulated data compare well to the results of the

better-quality tests (indicated by larger ellipses in Figure 3-5a), showing a large fraction of 3-D

tests of moderate transmissivity, a few high-TGRFt nearly 2-D tests, and occasional low-D, high-

TGRF tests. The Poisson model also look acceptable on the scatter plot.

The simulated tests for the original, high-olog Tf model for Smaland granite, on the other hand,

show a strong anticorrelation between TGRP and Dp> which is not evident in the field data (Figure

3-5b). The anticorrelation appears to be less strong for the revised model with reduced o ^ ^ .

3.3.1 Univariate comparisons

Figures 3-6 and 3-7 compare DF and TGRP distributions for simulated and actual tests, in terms

of the cumulative density functions. For the granodiorite (Levy-Lee model), the distributions of

TGRF match very closely, with a Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic of 0.07. The DF match

(considering only the higher-TGRF examples for which DF can be more reliably estimated from

the field data) is less good, with a noticeable deficiency of simulated tests between DF - 1 and

1.6. However, the match at higher dimensions is good, and the proportionality of subcylindrical

to higher-dimension tests is adequate in view of the limited sample.

By comparison, the Poisson model for granodiorite is noticeably inferior. The distribution of
9 7 2

TGRF is more narrow (as represented by the steep climb in the cd.f., between 10' and 10 m / s .

Most importantly, perhaps, this model does not tend to produce sections with the very high
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transmissivities seen in the field. The distribution o£DF is also narrower than for both the field

data and the Levy-Lee model

The cd.f.s for Smaland granite (high-o,ogr/ model) show remarkably good matches for TGRF z 10

m / s (which approximates the resolution of the packer tests). This is true despite the fact that

there is a noticeable discrepancy on the scatter plots. This illustrates a deficiency of using a

univariate analysis for assessing bivariate data. The c.d.f.s for the lower- oJog77 model appear less

good, but may still be acceptable in view of the smaller sample.

3.3.2 Bivariate comparison

The bivariate distributions of [TGRFt Dp\ from actual and simulated tests were compared using

univariate and bivariate statistical tests.

To evaluate the match between simulated and actual tests in a bivariate sense, the nonparametric

statistic U, as defined by Mardia et al (1979, pp. 149-151), was used. The value of U is expected to

be small in the case where two samples arise from the same, arbitrary distribution. Essentially U

is a measure of how uniformly the members of the first sample "mix in" with the elements of the

second. In the case of high U, the hypothesis that the two samples come from a common

distribution is rejected with high probability.

Table 3.2 gives the calculated values of U, and the probability that a value larger than the

calculated value of U could be obtained in the case that the samples are from an identical

population.

On this basis the Levy-Lee model for the granodiorite is accepted at the 20% confidence level,

while the Poisson model is rejected. The initial model for Smaland granite is also rejected, but the

reduced-variance model is accepted at the 20% confidence level.
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Table 3.2. Bivariate statistical comparison o/TGRF and DFfor simulated and actual packer tests.

Rock Type

Aspo granodiorite

Aspo granodiorite

Smaland granite

Smaland granite

Model

Levy-Lee

Poisson

Levy-Lee ( 0 ^ - 1.4)

Levy-Lee (0 loeT = 1.25)

U

0.345

0.541

5.973

0.409

Probability

84o/o

76<>/o

5o/o

8I0/0

3.3.3 Uncertainty in the validation approach

The partial validation of the models is itself associated with several types of uncertainty. These

include (1) statistical uncertainty due to the finite number of actual and simulated tests, (2)

nonuniqueness due to the simplified conceptual model used for comparison, and (3)

incompleteness inasmuch as only a limited aspect of the system behaviour has been validated.

These aspects of validation uncertainty amount to limitations on the resolution (discriminating

power) of the method.

Statistical uncertainty, which is perhaps the most easily recognized aspect of validation

uncertainty, arises from the finite size of the validation datasets, both actual and simulated.

Separate estimates of this component of uncertainty are provided by the statistical confidence

levels for the univariate and bivariate comparisons.

Nonuniqueness, ue. the degree to which alternative systems could yield validation statistics

comparable to the true physical system, is compounded by the use of a simplified comparison

criterion (i.e. the GRF model). The reduction of the system responses (actual and simulated) to a

few parameters (i.e. TGRF and Dp) facilitates statistical comparison, but increases the possibility

that a multiplicity of alternative models will give equivalent results. For the GRF model, it has

been noted that arbitrarily different conduit geometries are described by equal values of TGRF and

DFi provided that the products of conductivity times area are equal at the wellbore, and increase

according to the same power of distance. When, as in type-curve fitting, allowance is made for

deviations from ideal GRF behaviour, the possibilities for nonuniqueness increase.
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Validation incompleteness relates to nonuniqueness in a wider sense. The validation is based on

comparing responses of the systems (actual and simulated) to perturbations (i.e., the packer tests

on 3 m intervals). Insofar as these perturbations are localized in effect, the validation tests only a

limited aspect of the physical system, and the discriminating power of the validation is reduced.

The main limitations of the validation dataset used in this study are (1) that these were single-

hole tests and so did not provide a strong test of network connectivity, and (2) that they were

relatively brief (10 minutes) and so the perturbations were quite localized. Network connectivity

could be more stringently addressed by validating with respect to a cross-hole hydrologic testing

program, but for the Aspo site there was an insufficient quantity of such data (particularly for

the rock mass) for a statistical treatment These limitations are inherent to the Aspo dataset, and

could not be avoided in the present study.

Due to the combination of statistical uncertainty, validation incompleteness, and nonuniqueness

resulting from model reduction, it should be recognized that the validation described above is

only partial. The finite resolution of the validation is partly due to limitations of the Aspo

dataset, and partly due to practical limits on the simulations (e.g. the number and scale of

realizations that could be simulated). Possibilities for mitigation of these limitations, in future

site investigations and performance assessments, are discussed in Section 4.2.

With these caveats in mind, it can nevertheless be said that the observed degree of agreement

between the actual and simulated packer tests is quite encouraging. In view of the complexity of

the models, and the many simplifications and approximations that were introduced in the course

of their derivation, the partial validation for Aspo granodiorite was remarkably successful. The

rejection of the initial model for Smiland granite, although it indicates that the DFN derivation

for this rock type was less successful, does show that the validation approach itself has sufficient

resolution to discriminate among fairly similar, alternative models.
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4 Discussion

4.1 Models for repository-scale fracturing

The partial validation indicates that the initial model for Aspo granodiorite is acceptable, but

that the initial model for Smaland granite requires revision. After calibration, the model for

Smaland granite is also acceptable. Since a reduction of the estimated o log7/ is necessary to

produce agreement between simulated and actual packer tests, the final model for Smaland

granite should be regarded as calibrated rather than (partially) validated.

The final DFN models are given for reference in Table 4.1. The verification status of the model,

for each rock type, is indicated in the first row of this table. For all rock types, the models are

sufficient to describe, at least roughly, the observed geometric characteristics of the fracture

system, including (1) local fracture intensity and its variability, (2) the distribution of fracture

tracelengths on outcrops, and (3) the distribution of fracture orientation. In addition, it has been

confirmed by network simulations that the final models for Aspo granodiorite and Smaland

granite reproduce the distribution of local hydrologic properties, for constant-pressure tests

characterized in terms of the GRF model.

The final models for Aspo granodiorite and SmSland granite appear to be suitable for DFN flow

modelling in the vicinity of the hypothetical repository. The value of the models for greenstone

and aplite, for this purpose, is questionable as their aggregate, hydrologic behaviour has not been

tested. Furthermore, as discussed in the preceding analysis, for these less prevalent rock types

(especially the aplite), the morphology of occurrence may be a significant influence on fracturing

patterns. This issue may need to be addressed, in order to produce hydrologically valid models

for these rock types.

For the two most prevalent rock types, the most doubtful aspects of the model are (1) the

orientation distribution/p(p), and (2) fracture location. Of these, orientation is of much lesser

concern since DFN models are, in general, not very sensitive to minor changes in /p(p).
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Table 4.1.

Fracture

All

1

2

3

4

Summary of final models for fracturing in the rock mass excluding fracture zones.

Set

Rock Type

Model

Validation status

Location

DLL

P...

Transmissivi ty
/^ (m/s)
OT (mVs)

Intensity P32c (m
2/m3)

Fracture size

Orientation

Intensity P32c (m
2/m3)

Fracture size
distribution

Orientation

Intensity P32c (m / m )

Fracture size
distribution

Orientation

'• Intensity P32c (m / m )

Fracture size
distribution

i Orientation

Fine-grained :
granite

Untested

Levy-Lee
2.08
0.541

Lognormal
1.42E-07
2.00E-06

0.339

Lognormal
jur« 0.209 m
Or = 0.119 m

bootstrap

0.526

Power Law
br = 3.00 m

bootstrap

0.179

Lognormal
fur ~ 1.32 m
Or = 2.46 m

bootstrap

Smaland
granite

Calibrated

Levy-Lee
2.14
0.228

Lognormal
6.29E-06
3.96E-05

0.159

Power Law
br = 3.00 m

bootstrap

0.086

Power Law
br - 3.01 m

bootstrap

0.082

Power Law
br = 2.74 m

bootstrap

0.100

; Power Law
i br ~ 2.55 m

| bootstrap

; Aspo
! granodiorite

i Partially
i validated

i Levy-Lee
! 2.23
I 0.452

i Lognormal
! 4.48E-08
j 6.33E-07

| 0.314

i Power Law
I br « 3.00 m

; bootstrap

| 0.163

I Power Law
i br = 3.01 m

i bootstrap

j 0.138

i Power Law
| br = 2.74 m

j bootstrap

| 0.184

i Power Law
i br - 2.55 m

| bootstrap

Greenstone

Untested

Levy-Lee
2.5
0.331

Lognormal
8.56E-09
7.28E-08

0.275

Power Law
b r» 3.28 m

bootstrap

0.531

Power Law
br - 2.55 m

bootstrap

0.498

Power Law
br - 2.63 m

bootstrap
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The uncertainty in fracture location (clustering) is primarily conceptual. Fracture frequency data,

such as are available at Aspo, are adequate for discrimination among the types of location

models that were considered in the analysis. However, this type of analysis is not capable of

discriminating among fracturing processes that produce similar fracture frequency distributions,

but have differing structures over a large scale (e.g., tens or hundreds of meters). The type of

validation that has been performed (comparison of responses to small-scale packer tests) is also

not capable of discriminating among such processes. Ways in which the conceptual uncertainty

for fracture location models could be addressed are discussed in Section 4.3.
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4.2 Evaluation of the validation approach

Validation of DFN models by simulation of hydrologic tests, on a network scale, is clearly

necessary, given the many approximations and assumptions that must be invoked in order to

derive the statistical models.

In the present study, validation was based on simulations of single-hole packer tests. The negative

results for the initial model for Smaland granite, and for the Poisson variant for granodiorite,

indicate that this approach is capable of discriminating among fairly similar DFN models. This

clearly demonstrates the usefulness of this approach.

However, this validation exercise is not, in itself, sufficient to establish the validity of the DFN

models for predicting flow and transport on a repository scale. As discussed in the preceding

sections, validation with respect to localized perturbations, such as the 3 m packer tests, is

probably not adequate to discriminate among models with differing, large-scale connectivity

structures. The limitations of this validation procedure are partly intrinsic to the Aspo data set,

and partly due to practical limits on the scope of the simulations.

Looking first at the limitations of the Aspo dataset, suggestions may be offered for future site

investigations. The most important question to be addressed is, "How can an adequate dataset be

produced, for the purpose of validating a DFN (or any hydrologic) model's site-scale hydrologic

behaviour?"

Perhaps the simplest improvement would be to extend the duration of single-hole packer tests, so

that the effective radius of investigation is increased. Since costs increase with time spent testing,

it would be advisable to estimate the marginal value, for the purpose of model validation, of a

given increase in test duration. DFN simulations, as presented here, could be useful in this

regard. Regardless of duration, however, a conventional, single-hole test is likely to be dominated

by the first few fractures connected to the borehole.

Cross-hole testing could provide a basis for more stringent validation of a model's medium-to-

large scale connectivity structure. The principal difficulty here is how to obtain sufficient cross-

hole measurements, within the rock mass, for statistical validation. A suite of tests on the scale of

tens of meters would probably be most directly useful for validating a detailed DFN model (for
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larger scales, the computational costs of multiple realizations for validation may become

prohibitive). Such a cross-hole testing programme might well require a closer spacing of

boreholes than would be practical for a preliminary site investigation, and thus may only be

practical for later-stage performance assessments.

An improvement in the resolution of packer-test pressure control and flow measurements,

although it would not address the issue of validation with respect to network connectivity, would

increase the precision of the flow-dimension database. This could markedly improve the

resolution of the statistical validation, by justifying narrower bins for Dp

The validation procedure could also be improved in terms of methods for simulation and

analysis. An increase in the number of realizations would help to reduce the statistical

uncertainty in the validation. Larger-scale simulations, with a larger number of test sections per

realization, would allow for more extensive validation, by checking the spatial structure of (TGRP

Df) as well. This could in part address the issues raised above, concerning larger-scale connectivity

structures.

Development of a systematic calibration methodology would be highly desirable, for cases in

which a preliminary model fails to meet the validation criteria.

8 An alternative approach to characterizing local DFN connectivity, based on single-hole
tests with observations in multiple packer intervals (guard zones), has previously been suggested
(Geier and Hassler, 1992). Preliminary investigations of this notion, and of its potential value for
DFN model estimation and validation in connection with repository site investigations, are in
progress (Wei et aL, 1992).
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4.3 Variability and uncertainty

The many sources of uncertainty in the DFN models have been discussed above, with respect to

the estimation of particular parameters for the DFN models. Uncertainty in the final models

results from the propagation of many types of uncertainty, including source-data uncertainty,

ordinary estimation uncertainty, and conceptual uncertainty, as well as estimation uncertainty

resulting from spatial variability.

In terms of the hydrologic behaviour of the final DFN models, the key sources of uncertainty in

the Aspo database are probably (1) the limited database for relatively extensive fractures, and (2)

the insufficiency of the single-hole packer tests for validation of measure of network connectivity,

as discussed above. The uncertainty in fracture orientation is (relative to the degree of variability)

greater than either of these, but the component of uncertainty in the ultimate DFN models,

resulting from the propagation of this uncertainty, is probably not among the largest

components.

Based on the observations of Talbot and Munier (1989) and Tiren et al. (1996), it is clear that the

upper tails of the fracture size distributions extend beyond die scale of the systematic outcrop

mapping that was done on Aspo. The consequences of misestimating the intensity of these

extensive fractures could be profound, in terms of the large-scale connectivity and porosity

structure of a DFN model. Since larger-scale outcrop mapping may not be feasible (due to e.g.

environmental constraints), development of other methods for systematic identification of

extensive single fractures (e.g. VLF surveys, as suggested by Talbot and Munier) would be

desirable.

The key uncertainty resulting from spatial variability is probably that relating to fracture location

(clustering). As discussed in Section 4.1, the uncertainty in evaluating fracture clustering and its

spatial variability is largely conceptual, and is closely associated with the question of large-scale

connectivity. This is, almost certainly, the single most important source of uncertainty in the

final DFN models.

A more comprehensive structural analysis of the fractures at Aspo could likely provide a stronger

conceptual basis for choosing a particular fracture location model. Such an analysis would likely
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lead to a requirement for more sophisticated models of fracturing, than were employed in the

present study. A simpler alternative could be a geostatistical treatment of fracture intensity9,

which would provide for fracture intensity fields with structural complexity comparable to the

transmissivity fields produced by existing stochastic continuum models.

E.g. estimation and simulation of fracture intensity fields by the POCS algorithm, as
described by Dershowitz et al (1994).
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5 Conclusions

The principal conclusions of this study are as follows:

• For Aspo granodiorite excluding fracture zones, the final DFN model (as given in

Table 4.1) produces simulated packer-test results that are acceptably in agreement

with actual tests, in terms of the bivariate TGRF and DF estimates from GRF

evaluation. This model has been partially validated, and is recommended as the

primary model for the vicinity of the SITE-94 repository.

• For Smaland granite excluding fracture zones, the final model (with a ^ jy reduced

to 1.25) is also acceptable. This model should be regarded as calibrated (rather

than partially validated), and is recommended as a secondary model for the

vicinity of the SITE-94 repository, representative of the second major rock type.

• Validation by comparison between actual and simulated packer tests was found to

be useful for discrimination among candidate DFN models. In particular, the

validation approach was shown to be sensitive to a change in the fracture location

(clustering) model, and to a change in variance of single-fracture transmissivity.

• The key component of uncertainty in the estimated DFN models is the

description of the spatial structure of fracture intensity. This, and its influence on

network-scale connectivity, might not be fully addressed by the partial validation.

For future site investigations and performance assessments, it is recommended

that a greater effort be made to produce datasets suitable for estimation and

validation of fracture clustering models.

The overall results suggest that the methodology for derivation of the DFN models was effective,

despite the numerous assumptions and approximations that were required.
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Appendix A: Mathematical Definitions

A,l Location Processes

A. 1.1 Poisson process

The most basic example of a fracture location model is the 3-D (simple) Poisson process, in

which the probability of location at a given point* = {xirx2jc3} in a rectangular region of 3-D

space:

a2<.x2< b2

a3 z x3

is simply.

where U[a,b] is the univariate uniform distribution on the interval from a to b. In this model,

each fracture is located independently of each other fracture. Such a model may occasionally

produce clusters of fractures, which will be observed as zones of relatively intense fracturing

along a scanline or borehole. For a simple Poisson process, the number of fractures in a fixed-

length interval follows the Poisson distribution:

n\

where A is the expected (average) number of fractures in the interval.
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A. 1.2 Levy-Lee process

The Levy-Lee fracture location process is based upon a fractal point process, the isotropic Levy

flight (Mandelbrot, 1983). Fracture centers are generated by a 3-D, isotropic random walk, in

which each step has a uniformly random direction (uniformly distributed on the sphere), and a

random length Ls- k ls that is drawn from a probability distribution such that

/>[/>/,] = /,
-D'LL

where D^ is the fractal dimension of the resulting point field, and X is an arbitrary scale factor.

For D^ - 0, the probability distribution for step length is uniform, and the model is, in the

limit, equivalent to a Poisson process. For larger values of Z)^, there is a decreasing probability

of large steps, and hence fractures increasingly tend to form distinct clusters, separated from each

other by the occasional, large steps. A further description of the characteristics of this location

process may be found in Dershowitz etaL (1994).

A. 1.3 Nearest-Neighbor process

The Nearest-Neighbor process is a simple, nonstationary point process for fracture location, in

which the intensity of fracture centers decreases exponentially with distance from the nearest of a

set of "primary" fractures. The intensity of the point process at any point x is:

where xp is the closest point on any "primary" fracture, bm is the Nearest-Neighbor exponent (a

constant), and C is a constant. Increasing values of bm imply increasingly strong clustering

around the primary fractures. A further description of the characteristics of this location process

may be found in Dershowitz et al (1994).
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A.2 Distributions for Scalar Quantities

A.2.1 Exponential distribution

The (negative) exponential distribution E( x, \lx ) is specified by the probability density function:

fx(x) = Xe-* , X • l / | i x

where \ix is the mean (expected) value of x.

A.2.2 Lognormal distribution

The lognormal distribution LN(x; \iU)gx Qlogx ) is specified by the probability density function:

1

2

lo

\

n v — II

°logx

\

ogx

/

2

— exp
logx

where U ^ and a logx are, respectively, the mean and standard deviation of log10x.

A.2.3 Power-law distribution

The power-law distribution is defined in terms of two parameters, the minimum value xmin and

the power-law exponent bj

b - 1
fix) = ^—

X
mm \

A notable aspect of the power-law distribution is that it is self-similar with respect to a change in

scale. The minimum value is somewhat arbitrary, and is usually fixed at the lower limit of

concern for the problem at hand. For example, for the analysis of x ~ rt fracture radius, rmin was

set to half the smallest mapped tracelength.
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A.3 Distributions for directional data

A.3.1 Fisher distribution

The Fisher distribution is defined in terms of its probability density element (p.d.e.) h(p) as:

4ft sinh K

where ji is the mean direction (unit vector) and K is the Fisher concentration parameter.

A.3.2 Bootstrap distribution

The bootstrap distribution is generated by resampling a specified, weighted bootstrap dataset of

unit (direction) vectors {pl5 p2, ..., pn} with weights {wx, w2, ... , wn}. For a vector p drawn from

the unsmoothed bootstrap distribution, the probability that p = p, for any / is equal to wi/Hwi.

For the smoothed bootstrap distribution, a small, Fisher-distributed random perturbation is

applied to p on the sphere.
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Appendix B: Preliminary SKI Structural

Model for Aspo

This appendix contains listings of coordinates for the preliminary SKI model of Aspo, which was

produced by Geosigma AB. The preliminary model consisted of two types of features: fracture

zones, and extensive single fractures. For general purposes, this preliminary model is superseded

by the final SKI model, which is given by Tiren et at (1996).

The preliminary model was used as background information in the fracture statistical analysis for

SITE-94, which is described in this report. Specifically: (1) the identified fracture zones were used

to define the structural domains INZONE and UNZONE, according to which the fracture data

were classified for analysis, and (2) the identified, extensive single fractures were used to

investigate possible correlations between these fractures and the intensity of smaller fractures, as

described in the text

Due to the time consuming nature of these analyses, it was not possible to repeat these analyses

using the final SKI model as background information. However, this is not expected to have a

major impact on the results of the DFN analysis, since the correspondence between the

preliminary and final models is quite close for most of the structures.

The following pages contain listings of the two ASCII coordinate files, ZONKOORD1.ASC and

ZONKOORD2.ASC, that were furnished by Geosigma AB. It is emphasized that these listings

are provided only as background information for the present report For all other purposes,

the reader should consult the description of the final SKI structural model, as given by

Tiren et al (1996).
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B.I Listing of ZONKOORD1.ASC

; Data till Golder

; De olika kolumnerna ar lokala X-, Y- och Z-koordinater i
meter.

; "Zon 1" eller "Zon Sc 1" ar namnet pa zonen.

; "LV=20" ar min interna nrva i MicroStation dar
motsvarande plan ligger.

; "#" or en hanvisning till MicroStation.

; 7227.796<space> 1553.214<tab>0.000

; Zon 1

.LV=20

#

7227.7961553.214 0.000

7991.244 2636.118 0.000

8063.272 2291.329 -1000.000

7425.664 1386.912 -1000.000

; Zon 2

.LV=21

#

7513.554 1902.474 0.000

7674.022 2101.813 0.000

7909.7861912.017 -1000.000

7749.318 1712.678 -1000.000

; Zon 3a

.LV=22

#

7698.948 1160.832 0.000

7550.429 2009.510 0.000

8011.353 2542.531 -273.762

8333.565 1000.075 -299.586

7892.027 999.935 -81.467

; Zon 3b

.LV=22

#

7669.681 2181.643 0.000

7678.469 2743.849 0.000

7943.844 2866.355 -132.103

8002.951 2582.600 -163.965

; Zon 4

.LV=23

#

7430.198 1383.155 0.000

7639.889 2726.081 0.000

7591.515 2703.750 -1000.000

7390.486 1416.251 -1000.000

; Zon 5a

.LV=24

#

7748.996 1129.969 0.000

7645.1881676.326 0.000

7719.5371676.326 -1000.000

7837.3391056.320 -1000.000

; Zon 5b

.LV=24

#

7613.9161689.919 0.000

7435.009 2631.537 0.000

7503.402 2662.898 -1000.000

7688.266 1689.919 -1000.000

; Zon 6

XV=25

#

7469.204 1638.604 0.000

7897.467 2844.974 0.000

7741.610 2773.164 -1000.000

7490.180 2064.889 -1000.000

; Zon 7

.LV=26

#

8102.2112108.667 0.000

6861.114 2365.941 0.000

6468.761 2184.400 -884.210

6523.752 2138.577 -1000.000

8165.146 1798.324 -1000.000

; Zon 9
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.LV=28

#

7388.971 1779.414 0.000

7431.495 2629.882 0.000

7767.702 2785.067 -1000.000

7718.5791802.573 -1000.000

; Zon 10

.LV=29

#

8261.5061343.636 0.000

7098.6812476.300 0.000

7323.183 2580.002 -1000.000

8179.0321746.342 -1000.000

; Zon 11

.LV=30

#

7072.3201681.408 0.000

7185.007 2516.118 0.000

7160.796 2504.822 -1000.000

7051.939 1698.338 -1000.000

; Zon 12

.LV=31

#

7600.928 2082.376 0.000

6530.079 2213.804 0.000

6607.226 2248.873 -1000.000

7918.915 2087.887 -1000.000

; Zon 13

.LV-32

#

8149.294 1882.561 0.000

6555.808 2111.768 0.000

6491.888 2165.380 -1000.000

8140.4391928.254 -1000.000

; Zon 14

.LV=33

#

8050.869 2353.159 0.000

6944.560 2086.380 0.000

7153.602 2058.972 -1000.000

8066.373 2279.082 -1000.000

; Zon 15

.LV=34

#

8141.9831919.720 0.000

6964.220 2131.860 0.000

7040.186 2171.391 -1000.000

8130.0001975.092 -1000.000

; Zon Sc 1

.LV=40

#

7240.160 1950.000 0.000

6855.196 2363.920 0.000

7203.012 2524.395 -1000.000

7737.2301950.000 -1000.000

; Zon Sc3

.LV=42

#

7644.8971547.090 0.000

6930.364 2398.634 0.000

7272.872 2556.717 -1000.000

7873.9731840.354 -1000.000

; Zon Sc4

.LV=43

#

8116.8101000.008 0.000

7062.876 2459.440 0.000

7400.996 2612.913 -1000.000

8239.074 1452.394 -1000.000

8333.581999.970 -482.770

; Zon Sc5

.LV=44

#

6877.310 2093.890 0.000

7304.758 2425.419 0.000

7304.760 2425.417 -1000.000

6877.297 2093.871 -1000.000

; Zon Sc6

.LV=45
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6784.945 1992.025 0.000

7427.598 2458.937 0.000

7427.595 2458.940 -1000.000

6784.945 1992.025 -1000.000

; Zon Sc7

.LV=46

#

7964.491 2766.520 0.000

6807.9421901.715 0.000

6982.537 1756.218 -1000.000

8014.468 2527.839 -1000.000

; Zon Sc8a

.LV=47

#

8123.626 2005.185 0.000

7734.600 1991.600 0.000

7847.691 2821.929 -145.625

7943.557 2866.820 -152.992

; Zon Sc8b

.LV=47

#

7520.907 1965.651 0.000

7108.132 1951.237 0.000

7185.079 2516.195 -99.084

7635.537 2723.224 -132.796

7946.376 1000.106 -1000.375

8244.647 1426.083 -1000.375

7943.704 2866.233 -381.138

; Zon Sell

.LV=50

#

6759.324 1942.303 0.000

7007.332 2434.040 0.000

7264.893 2553.069 -1000.000

6898.714 1827.032 -1000.000

;ZonScl2

.LV=51

#

7407.015 2618.566 0.000

6665.593 2020.461 0.000

6803.6281905.260 -1000.000

7951.061 2830.894 -1000.000

7943.665 2866.315 -817.317

;ZonScl3

.LV=52

#

6565.574 2230.249 0.000

6509.613 2150.329 0.000

7844.9871037.715 -1000.000

8215.2261566.475 -1000.000

7943.720 2866.078 -441.224

; Zon Sc9

.LV=48

#

7278.544 2559.089 0.000

6594.173 2079.890 0.000

7262.164 1523.279 -1000.000

8101.475 2110.969 -1000.000

7943.277 2868.176 -152.64 7

,-ZonSclO

.LV=49

#

6753.081 2316.779 0.000

6589.773 2083.549 0.000

7890.6761000.001 -974.067

;ZonSc l4

.LV=53

#

7482.6791339.460 0.000

8098.284 2127.398 0.000

8098.109 2127.169 -1000.000

7482.681 1339.459 -1000.000

; Z o n S c l 5

.LV=54

#

7510.715 1316.422 0.000

8108.084 2081.021 0.000

8107.971 2080.870 -1000.000

7510.716 1316.421 -1000.000
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B.2 Listing of ZONKOORD2.ASC

; Data till Golder

; De olika kolumnema ar lokala X-, Y- och Z-koordinater i
meter.

; "LV=20" ar min intema niva i MicroStation dar
motsvarande plan ligger.

; "LV=20" dr namnet pa zonen i detta fallet.

; "#" dr en hdnvisning till MicroStation.

; 7415.209<space>594.420<tab>0.000

; (ev. kan det vara tva <tab> mellan de sista kolumnema).

;"; EJ HORN" betyder att det dr hbm som man kan ta bort
om man dr tvungen

; till det.

.LV=20

#

7415.209 594.420

8693.019 226.257

8693.019 226.257

7415.209 594.420

.LV=21

#

7232.003 813.671

8833.998 282.903

8833.998 282.903

7232.003 813.671

.LV=22

#

7232.013 1325.641

8369.335 96.207

8733.781 242.619

7232.027 1875.951

.LV=23

#

7269.654 647.414

8714.202 1976.880

8842.940 1856.402

7417.239 547.840

.LV=24

#

0.000

0.000

-1000.000

-1000.000

0.000

0.000

-1000.000

-1000.000

0.000

0.000

-1000.000

-1000.000

0.000

0.000

-1000.000

-1000.000

7931.079 2121.631

7467.243 988.387

7467.243 988.387

7931.079 2121.631

.LV=25

#

8129.735 1751.046

7668.854 1000.054

7826.423 920.929

8278.325 1656.126

.LV=26

#

7466.044 1987.996

7903.152 1211.088

8220.591 1389.213

7783.483 2166.121

.LV=27

#

7903.152 1211.088

8033.919 1182.299

8278.939 2346.685

8137.760 2325.990

.LV=28

#

8065.479 1368.534

7232.010 1678.592

7232.010 2193.335

8367.1312359.388

.LV=29

#

8832.989 1576.813

7498.362 1689.291

7490.190 1602.183

8824.808 1489.706

.LV=30

#

0.000

0.000

-1000.000

-1000.000

0.000

0.000

-1000.000

-1000.000

0.000

0.000

-1000.000

-1000.000

0.000

0.000

-209.705

-200.793

0.000

0.000

-86.736

-182.631

0.000

0.000

-1000.000

-1000.000
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8218.838 1569.185 0.000

7649.3731904.218 0.000

7603.6691829.615 -1000.000

8172.326 1495.083 -1000.000

.LV=31

#

8065.3481321.468 0.000

7688.127 1983.534 0.000

8016.823 2139.916 -1000.000

8369.8581520.891 -1000.000

.LV=32

#

8871.265 2348.695 0.000

8122.067 2060.280 0.000 ; EJ HORN

7232.034 1534.734 0.000

7232.0361312.446 -1000.000

8097.650 1846.704 -1000.000 ; EJ HORN

8871.288 2161.421 -1000.000

.LV=33

#

8871.271 1784.580 0.000

7232.018 2055.027 0.000

7232.018 2055.027 -1000.000

8871.271 1784.580 -1000.000

.LV=34

#

8825.107 1648.980 0.000

7796.914 2119.903 0.000

7796.914 2119.903 -1000.000

8825.107 1648.980 -1000.000

.LV=35

#

8781.755 261.874 0.000

8529.932 1094.445 0.000 ; E J H O R N

8871.272 1717.353 0.000

8871.272 1717.353 -1000.000

8529.932 1094.445 -1000.000 ; EJ HORN

8781.755 261.874 -1000.000

.LV=36

8530.505 160.964

8542.135 1151.253

8871.271 1183.443

8871.272 297.882

.LV=37

#

8494.478 760.317

8352.336 330.980

8759.338 252.704

8871.272 297.882

8871.272 638.563

8871.272 687.850

.LV=38

#

8609.631 1587.596

8542.135 1151.253

8132779 64.128

8227.228 39.108
HORN

0.000

0.000

-161.297

-171.914

0.000

0.000

-202.146 ; El HORN

-252.272

-191.682 ;EJHORN

-187.143

0.000

0.000

0.000

-47.655

;EJHORN

8871.274 297.881 -308.052

8871.274 1518.286 -132.014

.LV=39

#

8594.786 1550.318 0.000

8433.5011113.726 0.000 ;EJHORN

8391.096 784.975 0.000

8871.272 629.757 -246.130

8871.272 1098.704 -208.922 .EfHORN

8871.272 1460.943 -141.722

.LV=40

#

7806.622 284.569 0.000

7873.193 508.644 0.000 ; EJ HORN

8825.861 1820.412 0.000

8871.274 1782057 -337.129 ;EJHORN

8871.2491592.271 -1000.000

8019.770409.586 -1000.000 ;EJ HORN

7960.519180.580 -1000.000

.LV=41

#
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8091.034 503.778 0.000

8141.465 1354.571 0.000

8211.298 1351.085 -1000.000

8160.315 494.338 -1000.000

.LV=42

8135.501 1103.966 0.000

8670.339 1719.365 0.000 ; EJHORN

8790.930 1919.105 0.000

8871.2711870.512 -532.521 ; EJHORN

8871.2721710.632 -1000.000

8770.196 1562.818 -1000.000 ; EJ HORN

8285.457 1011.219 -1000.000

.LV=43

#

8587.1621345.654 0.000

8349.2301372.828 0.000

8483.604 2376.733 -178.589

8730.006 2412.839 -189.846

.LV=44

#

8263.9001589.068 0.000

8790.371 2319.875 0.000

8715.699 2365.466 -1000.000

8189.228 1634.659 -1000.000

.LV=45

#

8871.272 2020.474 0.000

8122.067 2060.280 0.000

8122.067 2060.280 -1000.000

8871.272 2020.474 -1000.000

.LV=46

#

8676.029 1268.424 0.000

8071.809 2118.754 0.000

8071.809 2128.754 -1000.000

8679.029 1268.424 -1000.000

.LV=47

8418.907 2367.253 0.000

8234.005 1514.037 0.000

7942.515 540.212 0.000

8871.271447.325 -455.245

8871.2721528.323 -297.714

8871.272 2433.539 -218.333

; EJHORN

; EJHORN

;DENNA
ZON KAN FLYTTAS CA 30 - 70 M

SODERUT PGA ATT DEN AR BRED.

.LV=48

#

7915.462 568.283 0.000

8109.634 1409.896 0.000

8161.008 2059.287 0.000

8426.914 2026.247 -1000.000

8369.618 1281.072 -1000.000 ; EJHORN

8182.081541.618 -1000.000

.LV=49

#

8871.272 375.675 0.000

8087.3881233.492 0.000

8377.3591453.521 -1000.000

8871.272 807.252 -1000.000

.LV=50

#

8517.780 361.188 0.000

8009.4531093.392 0.000

8306.3921303.923 -1000.000

8814.719 571.719 -1000.000

.LV=51

#

8444.713126.492 0.000

7232.007 1576.149 0.000

7232.007 2193.335 -836.754 ;EJHORN

7291.239 2202.014 -1000.000

8804.595 271.091 -1000.000

.LV=52

#

7328.351607.728 0.000

7426.922 2221.822 0.000

8871.218 2433.276 -912.637

EJHORN
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8871.272 297.883 -995.819

8191.365 24.698 -572.952 ;EJHORN

.LV=53

#

7816.316 2278.791 0.000

7232.028 1730.105 0.000

7232.098 672.812 -445.009 ; El HORN

8048.710 120.982 -1000.000

8871.272 893.425 -1000.000

8871.273 2433.398 -351.875 .EJHORN

.LV=56

#

8053.387 2313.614 0.000

7232.066 690.016 0.000

8187.696 17.183 -211.538 .EJHORN

8871.272 297.882 -299.937

8871.273 2433.532 -123.597
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Appendix C: Relationships of fracture
intensity to lithology, structural domain, and

depth
This appendix describes statistical tests, based on the observed distributions of fracture frequency

(Pn), that were used to examine possible relationships of fracture intensity to lithology, major

fracture zones, and depth.

An initial question is: Do the data for particular lithologic types show a behaviour that is

significantly distinct from that of the rock mass as a whole?

This question was investigated for each of the main lithologic types by a %2 test of the

hypothesis:

Ho: The Pn data from this lithologic type are drawn from the same

population as the data for all lithologic types.

The following table gives the results of applying this test to the samples from the structural

domain ALLRK. The column labelled "a" gives the probability that the %2 statistic would not be

less than the observed value, if the hypothesis Ho were true. In all cases the data were binned in

increments of one fracture per 1 m section, with a maximum bin at 20 fractures per section.

Table C. 1. Results of x* comparison of fracture frequency distributions between major rock types.

Lithologic Domain

ALLRK

ALLRK

ALLRK

ALLRK

ALLRK

Rock Types

ALL vs HSC

ALL vs PSE

ALL vs PSF

ALL vs PSG

ALLvsVB

x2

102.53

62.35

50.12

24.60

21.66

a

<0.1%

<0.1%

<0.1%

17.4%

30.2%

For the rock types HSC (fine-grained granite), PSE (Smaland granite), and PSF (granodiorite) the

hypothesis Ho is rejected at the 95% (1-a) significance level. Thus the variation of fracture
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intensity within each of these rock types is distinctive with respect to the aggregate data from all

rock types.

The possibility was next considered, that the contrast among major rock types is due to an

uneven distribution of the relatively small number of fracture zones, with respect to rock type.

To evaluate this possibility, the test was repeated, restricting the comparison to rock either within

or without the fracture zones. The results, as given in Table C.2, show a reduced contrast between

specific rock types and the aggregate of all rock types, for data within a given structural domain.

For the rock within fracture zones, the hypothesis Ho can be rejected at the 95% level only for

types HSC and PSF (fine-grained granite and granodiorite). Thus these types appear to be

significantly different from the aggregate, within fracture zones. Speculatively, this could result

from different mechanical behaviour of these rock types in zones of significant strain. However,

the differences observed in the data might also be due simply to differences in the types of the

fracture zones in which these rock types happen to have been sampled.

Table C.2. Results of ̂  comparison of fracture frequency distributions between major rock types.

Structural Domain

INZON

INZON

INZON

INZON

INZON

UNZON

UNZON

UNZON

UNZON

UNZON

Rock Types

ALL vs HSC

ALL vs PSE

ALL vs PSF

ALL vs PSG

ALLwVB

ALL vs HSC

ALL vs PSE

ALL vs PSF

ALL vs PSG

ALLwVB

x2

64.64

22.25

35.76

20.41

19.74

19.96

18.33

37.61

36.67

18.77

a

<0.1o/o

27.2%

1.1%

37.10/0

41.0%

39.70/0

50.00/0

OJO/o

O.90/0

47.2o/o

For the rock excluding fracture zones. Ho can be rejected at the 95% level only for types PSF and

PSG (granodiorite and "granite-or-granodiorite"). Thus it would appear that only granodiorite
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exhibits a distinctive pattern of fracture intensity (in comparison with the aggregate), for the rock

excluding fracture zones.

A second question may be asked: For a given rock type, is there a significant difference between

fracture intensity within the identified "major fracture zones," and outside of those zones?

This was investigated for each lithologic type by a %2 test of the hypothesis:

Ho: The fracture intensity data from this lithologic type, within the

fracture zones, are drawn from the same population as the data

from this lithologic type, excluding fracture zones.

The results are given in Table C.3. Significant differences are seen between "in-zone" and "non-

zone" fracturing for the aggregate of all rock types, and for types HSC and PSG in particular

(fine-grained granite and "granite-or-granodiorite"). The rock type PSE (Smaland granite) shows

remarkably little distinction, between these two structural categories.

Table C.3. Results of%2 comparison of fracture frequency distributions between structural domains, for each

rock type.

Rock Type

ALL

HSC

PSE

PSF

PSG

VB

Domains

INZON vs UNZON

INZON vs UNZON

INZON vs UNZON

INZON vs UNZON

INZON vs UNZON

INZON vs UNZON

x2

47.93

45.42

9.97

26.48

41.45

21.57

a

0.0%

0.1%

0.5%

11.7%

0.2%

15.7%

The results for rock types PSE, PSF, and PSG, in Tables C.I through C.3, indicate that there are

significant differences in fracturing, among these rock types. As Type PSG is an unknown

mixture of types PSE and PSF (granite and granodiorite), these differences mean that the

usefulness of the PSG data is quite limited.

This is unfortunate, since, for the deepest borehole on Aspo (KAS 03), no distinction was made
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between granite and granodiorite. No fracture-frequency data for either granite or granodiorite

specifically are available from a depth of more than 550 m.

For Type PSG, the fracturing seen at repository depths (> 400 m) is markedly different from that

at shallower depths (see Figure 2-4). The deeper core shows a markedly greater percentage of

unfractured sections, and more pronounced clustering of fractures. This suggests that a model

developed specifically for granite or granodiorite, based upon data from boreholes in which these

rock types have been distinguished, may not accurately represent the nature of fracture clustering

at repository depths. On the other hand, the database for comparing between shallow and deep

rock is very limited, and the distinction noted here could be anomalous.

In summary, the following conclusions are drawn from the preliminary analysis of fracture-

frequency data:

• Major lithologic types and structural domains tend to show significant differentiation, in

terms of the variability of Pu. Therefore each category should be analyzed separately, in

the development of DFN models.

• Granite and granodiorite should preferably not be lumped together in the analysis.

Therefore the data for rock type PSG are of limited utility.

• The variability of Pn at repository depths (depths greater than 400 m) may differ from

that at shallower depths. However, there are insufficient data on which to base specific

models for granite and granodiorite at depth.
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Appendix D: Fracture sets and orientations

D.I Outcrop data

Application of the ISIS algorithm to the non-zone outcrop data yielded fracture sets as

summarized in Table D.I. In this table and the tables that follow, the orientation data for each

fracture set are summarized in terms of Fisher statistics, i.e. the maximum likelihood estimators

of the mean pole fip and the concentration K (see Appendix A). These are intended only as

summary statistics. In terms of a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) goodness-of-fit test with respect to 8

(the angle between a pole and vertical) the Fisher distribution can be rejected at a significance

level of 5% in most cases.

Other parametric forms for^(p), such as the Bingham distribution, were not tested. However,

Terzaghi-corrected datasets were produced for simulation using the nonparametric bootstrap

technique (see Appendix A). This technique can be used to simulate fp(p) with arbitrarily

irregular shape, by resampling of the observed orientations.

Based on the full dataset from outside of the major fracture zones, four fracture sets were

identified. Sets 1, 2, and 3 are readily visible in the Schmidt plot. The fourth set is less distinct,

due to its overlapping with the higher-intensity Sets 2 and 3. The subhorizontal set (Set 1) has a

relatively diffuse^(p), and tends to contain unweathered fractures. The WNW striking set (Set 2)

has a very concentrated fp(p), and shows a relatively high proportion of weathered fractures, and

fractures with visible aperture at surface. The ENE and northward striking sets (Sets 3 and 4,

respectively) tend to show longer trace lengths, and often have visible apertures. Set 4 shows a

distinctly high percentage of fractures with infilling, particularly epidote.

This analysis was also performed for three of the major rock types: fine-grained granite,

porphyritic granite/granodiorite, and greenstone, for the dataset excluding fracture zones (Table

D.2). The non-zone, fine-grained granite contains three distinct sets of fractures, which

correspond approximately to Sets 1, 2, and 3 in the full dataset. The mean poles \ip of all three

sets are within about 10° of their counterparts for the full dataset Except for Set 2, which is less
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strongly clustered, the estimates of K are also similar to the above sets. A possible fourth, N-S

trending set is represented by a small cluster of fractures dipping about 60 E. The NE-trending

set is represented by longer tracelengths on average, and also more commonly shows signs of

weathering, suggesting that these have a slightly higher tendency to be transmissive.

The four fracture sets identified for Smaland granite (Table D.3) are similar to the sets for all

non-zone data, in terms of the Fisher statistics as well as such characteristics as weathering and

infilling. This is to be expected, as this rock type accounts for the bulk of the dataset

The small number of fractures (about 200) mapped in the greenstone (Table D.4) makes any

detailed interpretation rather dubious. One concentrated set, striking WNW and dipping steeply,

is clearly evident, and shows a strong tendency to be weathered at surface. In addition, ISIS

identified two relatively diffuse, subvertical sets, striking roughly N-S and ENE.

D.2 Core data from Domain UNZONE

The reoriented core data from outside of fracture zones, at repository depths (400 to 600 m), were

analyzed separately using ISIS, for each of the main rock types. For most of the rock types, the

quantity of non-zone data from repository depths was insufficient for ISIS analysis. Table D.5

gives /p(p) fitted to fracture sets for fine-grained granite (HSC), granodiorite (PSF), and

granite/granodiorite (PSH). Data concerning fracture mineralization, texture, weathering, etc.

were not furnished with the fracture orientation data, and therefore no summaries of these

properties are given for the ISIS-defined sets.

The mean poles for these fracture sets correspond approximately to the mean poles of the sets

observed on outcrops. In all cases, the relative intensity of the gently dipping fractures is

distinctly higher than for the outcrop sets, and the relative intensities of the steeply dipping sets

are lower. As for the outcrop data, the sets generally did not give statistically acceptable fits to the

Fisher distribution, and therefore the Fisher statistics should be viewed only as summary

statistics, analogous to the mean and standard deviation for scalar data.
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Table D. 1. Fracture sets identifiedfor all outcrops excluding fracture zones.

Set No.

Relative intensity (%)

Mean pole (trend, plunge)

Fisher concentration

Mean trace length (m)

Standard deviation (m)

Open fractures (%)

Foliation fractures (%)

Weathered fractures (%)

Infilling: ; Epidote (%)

| Quartz (%)

j Hematite (%)

| K feldspar(%)

1

13.7

256°,81°

5.7

1.24

1.07

3.0

12.0

13.8

8.7

1.2

0.3

0.3

L

35.2

31°,3°

19.5

1.35

1.30

27.4

1.2

20.9

5.8

1.0

0.2

0.0

3

28.9

150°^°

10.7

1.57

1.27

19.0

15.6

7.8

5.3

2.0

0.1

0.0

4

112

270°,l°

11.6

1.63

1.70

15.7

02

13.3

18.5

3.7

0.6

0.0

Table D.2. Fracture sets identified for finegrained granite outcrops excluding fracture zones.

Set No.

Relative intensity (%)

Mean pole (trend, plunge)

Fisher concentration

Mean trace length (m)

Standard deviation (m)

Open fractures (%)

Foliation fractures (°/o)

Weathered fractures (%)

Infilling: j Epidote (%)

I Quartz (°/o)

| K feldspar(%)

1

16.2

247°,76°

5.8

1.21

1.01

0.0

9.6

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.4

2

37.9

43°,4°

11.5

1.18

1.02

22.1

0.0

4.7

4.6

0.6

0.0

3

45.9

140°,ll°

9.7

2.19

1.38

15.3

0.5

7.8

4.8

1.4

| 0.5
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Table D.3. Identified fracture sets for Smdland granite outcrops excluding fracture zones.

Set No.

Relative intensity (%)

Mean pole (trend, plunge)

Fisher concentration

Mean trace length (m)

Standard deviation (m)

Open fractures (%)

Foliation fractures (%)

Weathered fractures (%)

Infilling: j Epidote (%)

| Quartz (%)

j Hematite (%)

| K feldspar(%)

1

13.1

284°,81°

6.4

1.26

1.11

3.4

12.4

18.4

11.1

1.7

0.4

0.4

2

32.5

28°,3°

17.5

1.40

1.36

26.4

2.4

21.9

5.2

0.5

0.2

0.0

3

29.6

330°,0°

9.5

1.35

1.20

20.9

20.5

11.8

6.6

1.3

0.8

0.0

4

24.8

259°,0°

10.3

1.69

1.81

16.1

0.2

18.3

18.5

1.6

0.2

0.0

Table DA. Fracture sets identified by ISIS: Greenstone outcrop data from outside fracture zones.

Set No.

Relative intensity (%)

Mean pole (trend, plunge)

Fisher concentration

Mean trace length (m)

Standard deviation (m)

Open fractures (%)

Foliation fractures (%)

Weathered fractures (%)

Infilling: ; Epidote (%)

I Quartz (%)

1

21.1

28°,0°

31.4

1.04

0.87

36.6

0.0

36.6

\ 2A

1 2A

2

40.7

264°,1°

6.6

1.38

1.14

23.5

0.0

9.9

13.6

9.9

3

38.2

167°,0°

5.7

1.17

0.84

22.4

0.0

j 10.5

| 5.3

| 9.3
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Table D.5. Fracture sets for re-oriented core data from 400 to 600 m depth, excluding fracture zones.

Rock Type

Fine-grained granite

(HSC)

Granodiorite (PSF)

Granite or granodiorite

(PSH)

Set No.

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

Relative

Intensity

33.90/0

49.3%

16.7%

39.4%

2O.5o/o

17.2o/o

22.9o/o

37.io/o

20.20/0

19.2o/o

23.4o/o

Mean Pole

(tr.pl)

(141,77)

(45, 5)

(329,19)

(163,81)

( 18, 9)

(336,10)

( 90, 8)

(143,81)

( 14,11)

(336, 4)

(269, 4)

Fisher

Concentration

5.8

8.0

31.6

9.8

18.5

13.1

4.8

9.1

13.5

12.6

6.3
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